CATS REMOVED
WELLNESS REVAMPED
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Jackets top
Owls, 9-1
On Tuesday, April 3, the Kennesaw
State Owls traveled 25 miles south to
Atlanta for a game in which the Yellow
Jackets defeated Kennesaw State 9-1.
Jackets’ starter Sophomore Cole Pitts,
who is sporting a 3.19 ERA on the season, made his eighth start of the season
and went three innings, allowing one run
to go along with three strikeouts.
Kennesaw State starter Will Solomon
took the loss and now has a record of 2-3.
Tech improved to 22-7 overall with an
8-4 conference record, while Kennesaw
State fell to 17-12.
“I told the team after the game, it was
a good bounce back game. I liked everything that I saw out here today in terms
of pitching, hitting, energy. I thought
we had some good at bats. I was just
very pleased with the way they reacted,”
Coach Danny Hall said.
Pitts got Kennesaw State leadoff hitter,
Jacob Bruce, to strike out looking to begin the game. He then got Kal Simmons
to ground out before getting his second
strike out, this time swinging, to finish
off the Owls in the first inning.
Kennesaw State was the first to get a
run across the board. With one out in the
second inning, after a Chris McGowan
line drive double to right field that just
barely landed in fair territory, designated
hitter Max Pentecost drove him in with a
single straight up the middle to put KSU

The increasing student-faculty
ratio continues to raise concerns
about the quality of instruction
students receive in the classroom.
The student-faculty ratio has gone
up from 18:1 to 24:1 since 1996.
“The impact of faculty on the
increase student-faculty ratio happens in two ways. One is the class
size will get bigger and the other
is they’ll teach more classes,” said
Dr. Donna Llewellyn, Associate
Vice Provost for Learning Excellence and Director of the Center
for the Enhancement of Teaching
and Learning (CETL).
According to data from the
Department of Institutional Research and Planning, the number
of classes containing less than 40
students decreased by 43, while
the number of classes containing
over 40 students increased by 46

since 2006.
“I think if you go from a class
size of 19 to 23, the effects are really negligible, which is what the
institutional growth has been
over the past few years,” said Vice
Provost of Undergraduate Studies
Colin Potts. “If you go from classes of 20 to 30 students to classes of
60 to 70 students, which is what’s
happening in some of our majors,
then that does affect the experience. Not necessarily worsens it,
but it does change it.”
Potts observed that the faculty
must change their curriculum
to accommodate the larger class
sizes.
“I teach the computer science
ethics class, and you just can’t
have a class discussion with that
number of students,” Potts said.
“If you insist on continuing to
teach a class the way you really
wanted to do it when you designed it, you’re not going to do

a very good job and the students
aren’t going to be served. I can’t
just turn my back and say, ‘It’s
tough, I’m a boutique instructor, I
don’t do large scale classes’.”
Departments across campus
are trying to combat this trend
through a variety of methods.
“The good side is that once the
class gets bigger, the students are
forming a community of learners
rather than relying solely on the
instructor to be the front of all
knowledge,” Llewellyn said. “To
me, that’s a positive. We want students to learn from each other, to
interact with each other...Once a
class size gets bigger, doing that in
an organized way that’s built into
the curriculum is positive.”
“What you have to do is break
classes into small discussions,”
Potts said. “What we don’t want
to do is for those subjects that are
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On March 29 at about 1 a.m.,
a Georgia Tech Police Department (GTPD) officer responded
to a call at Hefner Residence
Hall regarding an intoxicated
student. When the officer arrived, the student appeared to be
quite intoxicated.
The officer spoke to another
resident who recounted that he
had been sitting in his room
when he heard water running on
his door. When he opened the
door, he discovered the intoxicated student urinating on his
door. The resident requested that
he cease, but the suspect refused.
When questioned by the officer, the intoxicated student
informed the officer that he had
been at Chi Psi Fraternity House
and had too much to drink. Additionally, he stated that his inebriation was making it hard for
him to think clearly.
The student was underage,
and was taken to Grady Hospital
via ambulance.
On March 28, at 8:15 p.m.,
a GTPD officer responded to a
call from the police station for a
Family Violence Report.
The alleged victim stated that

she moved into the building with
her then-fiancé in January. She
reported that in February when
she told him they were breaking up, he ripped the apartment
key from her belt loop and body
slammed her to the floor.
In March, when she informed
him that she planned to move to
Denver, she stated that he hit her
and she fell over the couch.
Later in March, two days before the filing of the report, she
stated that she found him in her
bed naked and watching TV.
She stated that she asked him to
leave but he refused. After pulling the sheets off of him, she
stated that he body slammed her
into the door.
The victim stated that she was
concerned because he had a gun
and butterfly knife, although she
did not believe that he had them
on campus.
The alleged victim stated that
she did not wish to press any
charges and that she just wanted file a report. Pictures of the
bruises still on her left shoulder
were taken for the report.
On March 28, at approximately 3 p.m., a GTPD officer
was dispatched to 430 Tenth
Street in response to an individual who had overdosed on her
antidepressants.
When the officer arrived on
the scene, the patient stated that
she had taken more than the
prescribed dosage of her antidepressant medication. She had
taken five pills of the antidepressant, each of which was 500 milligrams.
The officer called a dispatch
for Grady EMS as well as Atlanta Fire Rescue. After evaluation,
the patient was transported to
Atlanta Medical Center for further treatment.

In the latest escalation of
international tensions, North
Korea continued to make threatening words and actions against
the US. The country said Thursday that it had final approval
to launch “merciless” military
strikes on the United States, just
after the North Koreans locked
South Korean workers out the
Kaesong Industrial Park, a joint
factory complex which represents the last piece of cooperation between two countries that
struggle to work together.
“The moment of explosion
is approaching fast. No one can
say a war will break out in Ko-

rea or not and whether it will
break out today or tomorrow,”
North Korea’s state news agency KNCA declared in its latest
broadside, according to CNN.
“The responsibility for this grave
situation entirely rests with the
US administration and military
warmongers keen to encroach
upon the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea’s (DPRK)
sovereignty and bring down
its dignified social system with
brigandish logic.”
According to USA Today, the
United States does not believe
North Korea has the ability to
launch a nuclear-armed missile,
but the country’s threats can not
be ignored either. US officials
have said they see no unusual
movements across the Demilitarized Zone that splits the Korean Peninsula regardless of any
charged statements that have
been made by the country.
“It only takes being wrong
once, and I don’t want to be the
secretary of defense who was
wrong once, so we will continue
to take these threats seriously,”
US Defense Secretary Chuck
Hagel said.
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making friday lectures more interesting

sliver
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no condom. no pregnancy. no std. #winning
to the 2 gents who held the doors for me when I was carrying a
heavy box Monday night: THANK YOU!!! You made my week :)
Finally had time today to read through the stack of old Techniques I grabbed. Did you dummies really give Les Mis three
stars?
Having no desire to do the homework due tomorrow morning,
yet still having 2.5 semesters left. Curse you senioritis.
The excitement in my life has been reduced to getting a sliver in
the technique...thanks Georgia Tech
dont try really hard- fail the test; try really hard- still fail the test
uh, well I stayed busy. my solace was a white russian almost every
night that week.
Whoever wrote the sliver about the `homeless’ person: thanks
I’m disappointed that the crossword answers were right under the
crossword!
TA: have you heard of Google? go f yourself
Can’t stand the College of Republicans at Tech. They are such
a poor representations of Tech Students,and should really think
before they speak!!
I will give a cookie and a mental air-five to the person who can
actually find something positive and interesting to sliver about.
Le’s be friends, people.
That cute boy over there reading the Technique. You sooo Cute!!
Maybe if you didn’t walk around with your iPad clearly visible,
you wouldn’t get robed!!
GTIF!!! Georgia Tech It’s Friday!!
There are some pretty cute girls on campus :) I approve!!!
No guns on campus, I feel safer knowing there is not a gun wielding person beside me.
That time of the year where every organization is trying to find
their next leaders!!!!!
I am glad we are teaching International Student about American
Football. Now all of Tech can enjoy the games!!
Smile at anyone you pass at Tech, Its worth it :)
So much I want to do!! Why can’t I just stay at school forever...
oh wait!
Go Skydive!
Keep the GT Love Going!!
By George, I thinks he’s got it!
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For the first time in over a decade, undergraduate students will
be able to take a wellness class
to fulfill their physical wellness
requirement for graduation. The
School of Applied Physiology has
been working on and has added
a new Science of Physical Activity and Health course, or APPH
1050, for the upcoming fall semester.
“[The course was created] to
allow students the opportunity
to get into and maintain a structured activity pattern and experience first hand the benefits of an
active lifestyle,” said Dr. Teresa
Snow, an academic professional
in the School of Applied Physiol-
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ogy and coordinator for wellness
courses. “As a student, it helps increase energy levels so you can accomplish everything you need to
in your hectic schedule and not be
exhausted at the end of the day. It
helps you focus, cope with stress
and stay healthy.”
The class will be offered this
fall with five activity sections, each
having about 25 students. It will
be a two credit hour class, meeting
two days per week for 90 minutes
each day. Class one day would be
lecture and discussion of material with the typical activities, assignments and examinations of a
health class. The other day would
be structured physical activity in
small groups at the Campus Recreation Center.

The four Greek councils recently submitted chartering
paperwork to form the Greek
Programming Board to coordinate the joint events of the four
councils and to act as a unified
body when requesting funding for
events.
While most of Greek life is
centered on the individual fraternities and sororities, the chapters
organize a number of events and
programs throughout the year.
This includes events like Greek
Week, Greek Peer Education and

Homecoming, as well as programming such as alcohol safety programming.
“The overall function of the
Greek Programming Board is
to really handle the funding for
those things that we’re all involved
in,” said Caroline Freeman, President of the Collegiate Panhellenic
Council (CPC).
One of the most important
roles of the organization is to request funding for the Greek joint
events and programs to SGA.
Currently, the Interfraternity
Council (IFC) is the only Greek
council with Tier II status in SGA
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Two weeks ago during spring
break, Housing began working
on capturing the many feral cats
living around Towers Residence
Hall in order to avoid the problems these cats could cause when
renovations on Towers begins in
May.
“It’s a safety hazard for both
the students and workers who will
be coming on sight, which is why
we are trying to be proactive and
reducing that effect. We have major construction starting on East
campus which will be going on
for a number of years, so it will be
an ongoing problem,” said Francis
Gillis, Senior Director of Housing
Facilities Management.
Tech is using a subcontractor
who sets up cages and bait and
then sends the cats off to a humane society.
“We had four captured [over
Spring Break] but then we had
people who stole the traps or let
the cats out of the traps,” Gillis
said.
Many Towers residents disagree with Housing’s plan to capture the cats.
“I like the cats. Living here and
having them here is pretty nice. I
don’t really think of them as feral
or savage. But, I would like to see
them stay,” said Svyatoslav Kucheryavykh, a first-year CS major
and Towers resident.
“I really like the cats. They were
kittens in the winter. We watched
them chase each other and we’ve
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seen them grow up. I wish they
wouldn’t catch them,” said Tyler
McGee, a first-year ENVE major
and Towers resident.
The cats are more than just a
construction problem though, as
they could also carry infections or
diseases which can be dangerous
for students.
“It really depends on the health
status and the type of animal itself. With any cat, they could
carry toxoplasmosis. Other feral
animals could carry rabies- which

is a big concern for us,” said Lisa
Broadhurst, Biosafety Officer and
Environmental Health Manager
at Tech.
Housing is also worried about
the fleas the cats can bring into
residence halls.
“The cats carry fleas—we’ve
been having issues with that. The
cats don’t get a proper bath which
aggravates this issue,” Gillis said.
Some students have taken on
the responsibility of feeding and
bathing the cats, which may actu-

ally have further aggravated the
problem.
“The other side of this is [the
students] have been feeding the
cats too much, and [the cats] are
getting lazy and fat,” Gillis said.
The cats were originally allowed to stay on campus because
of their help with rodent control.
“Lately, because there seems
to be a more aggressive feeding
program, [the cats] don’t pay attention to [rodents] because it’s

giving it more priority in funding and more flexibility in how
it spends money. Requests for
funding for joint events are usually requested by IFC which is
then spent by the four councils for
the event. This system has caused
complications in funding.
“We realized pretty quickly
that it was difficult for all four
councils to operate from that
system mainly because the other
councils are growing too,” Freeman said. “[T]he more intertwined we’ve become – it’s been
like a system of who pays back
who ... [it’s] just a little messier
then we’d like.”
“We’re hoping that this programming board coming forth
will equally represent all of the
councils and kind of present a
more unified front to SGA,” said
Mason Elledge, President of IFC.
Another hope for the board is
that it will help to foster cooperation between the four Greek
councils and lead to more successful joint ventures.
“[Our] hope with bringing all
of those people to the table in addition to getting some of these
funding things worked out is that
our programming will be more
cohesive,” Freeman said. “We
won’t be vying for time with each
other; we’ll be able to know a little bit more, have a better idea of
what everyone’s doing so that we
can continue to work together on
these things.”
The board would be headed
by an elected executive chair and
filled by the presidents and programming representative of each
council, a treasurer and a representative from the Greek honor
society.
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A new Sports, Society and
Technology (SST) program is
scheduled to launch in the Ivan
Allen College of Liberal Arts
(IAC) in 2014. The program will
allow students and faculty to work
together to study and understand
sport in the context of both historical and contemporary cultures.
“The Sports, Society, and
Technology program is an interdisciplinary initiative that combines sports studies with multiple
academic fields. The distinctive
interdisciplinary focus of SST
brings together faculty and students who are interested in linking sports studies to science and

technology, engineering, urban
studies, computer analytics,
physiology, health and medicine,
media studies, business management, law and the social sciences,”
said Dr. John Smith, a postdoctoral fellow in Sports, Society and
Technology who is helping to lead
efforts to get this program established.
The program will introduce
students to the extensive literature on sport as a mass cultural
phenomenon, an industry and as
a career path through a curriculum designed to include hands-on
field experiences. The curriculum
will also help train and prepare
graduates to go on to work successfully in the sports industry,
health-related fields and other related professions.

According to Smith, the faculty within the Ivan Allen College
of Liberal Arts were unanimous
in their thoughts on the SST program being as inclusive as possible
so that they would be able to bring
in as many students from across
campus who may be interested in
these types of classes. The interdisciplinary component is one of the
most important, as it will bring in
the thought process of and lead in
the learning and understanding of
topics in these courses.
The program was started after
discussions between IAC Dean
Jacqueline Jones-Royster and IAC
Associate Dean John Tone focused on the creation of a Sports
Studies program at Tech that
would include a wide appeal of

Grading policies have not been
finalized yet according to potential syllabi, but will most likely
be split between the two portions
of the class. The lecture portion
would include examinations and
written assignments which will
most likely make up more than 50
percent of the grading.
Physical activities will be on
a pass-fail basis based on attendance and participation in fitness assessments revolving around
the options for activities students
will have when signing up for the
course. These activities include
running, weight lifting, yoga
or “fitness 101”, an option for
beginner exercisers that will involve warm-up activities, circuit
strength training, cardiovascular
conditioning and cool-down and
stretching techniques.
According to Snow, this will be
a collaboration between the CRC
using their certified instructors
to administer the physical component and Applied Physiology
instructors who will supervise the
class component and be responsible overall for grades.
The previous class, Physical
Evaluation and Conditioning for
Health, was dropped by administration around the time of the
1996 Olympics when the previous student athletic complex was
demolished and there were no
facilities to hold the class in. At
that time, the decision was made
to only offer the HPS 1040 class
as a wellness requirement, which
there was opposition to from the
beginning.
Through the years, there have
been discussions of bringing the
physical component back to this
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kind of course, but only recently
that there has been the necessary
push and support to finally take
action.
According to Lucy Tucker,
Undergraduate Vice President of
Academic Affairs, SGA has been
instrumental in getting the conversation with administration and
faculty regarding this course initiated and keeping it going in order
to achieve these results.
“The idea behind the initiative
was multifold,” Tucker said. “First,
many other peer institutions offer
physical education courses that
allow students to practice what
they’re learning in the classroom
in their health courses.”
“Also, a course like APPH
1050 gives some students, who
would not ordinarily ever have the
opportunity to learn skills such
as how to strength train properly,
the chance to learn from a qualified instructor,” Tucker added.
“Lastly, a promotion of physical
activity to the student body also
has many other implications such
as the improvement of both physical and mental health and exposure to a positive way of dealing
with stress.”
SGA put out a survey to students last year that indicated that
there was an interest in having
a physical component included
health courses.
“I hope [the class] gets a very
favorable response from the students. If the demand grows, then
we will try to accommodate that
demand. I would like for all of my
students to look back and be able
to say that the health course they
took was valuable and that it had
an impact on their lives in some
positive way. That is what all of
our instructors want for our students,” Snow said.
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too easy for them to find food and
water. The cats don’t feel obliged
to do their job,” Gillis said.
“Students really shouldn’t be
feeding any feral animals. Handling in any way shape or form
should be done only by someone
who is experienced,” Broadhurst
said.
Because of this, Housing now
sees the feral cats living on campus as a long term problem.
“After [construction on Towers] comes Glenn and then after
Glenn comes Smith and on and
on. The only place [Tech] doesn’t
have feral cats right now is North
Avenue. They’re even outside of
the student center- you can see
them racing side to side in the
mornings,” Gillis said.
“It’s not that the problem has
grown recently—I think we are
more aware of it because people
now know to come to EHS. We
call our contractor who humanely attracts the animals and then
sends them off campus,” said
Broadhurst.
Many students, however, do
not believe the cats to be a problem.
“It depends on if they’re fed
because then I think it’s fine if
they’re not captured. I’ve never
thought they were a hazard or
anything,” said Garrett Bradley, a
Towers resident.
“We know the students aren’t
happy with it. But they’re not
looking at the real cause and effect as to why we are doing this,”
said Gillis.
Cats are not the only feral
animals on Tech’s campus. There
have been reports of hawks, foxes,
coyotes, poisonous snakes and a
family of possums.

CORRECTION
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On March 28 and 29, the
Georgia Tech Cyber Security
Symposium hosted Director of
National Security Agency General Keith Alexander, the keynote
speaker, at the Global Learning
Center in order to highlight modern technology, challenges, and
cyber security policies in today’s
society.
The symposium also held seminars with respect to cyber security’s role in entrepreneurship, the
market and politics.
”Atlanta is a national hub for
cyber security and innovation and
Georgia Tech is a major player
through research much of which
is done at thee GTRI… Georgia
Tech has been a leader in computer security for a long time,” said
Institute President G.P. “Bud”
Peterson.
After Peterson continued
about Tech’s goals of innovation,
research and educational means,
General Alexander, Director of
Security Agency and Chief of
the Central Security Service, discussed the future of cyber security
and the steps to improve its progression.
Alexander stated that communication between different sectors
in society is necessary to improving cyber security and preventing
threats.
“Right now the ability to share
real time information and threaded information is complicated and
there are legal barriers to that. We
need to overcome that,” Alexander said. “We just need to share

threat information that we see on
computer equipment.”
Alexander further discussed
the need for government to take
an active role in cyber threats
across the country through legislation and communication across
society.
“The government depends
on industry for our power or the
Internet, and if we lose that, our
ability to do our job is hugely inept for that,” Alexander said.
Many Tech faculty members
also voiced their opinions and
ideas for cyber security based on
their research and personal work.
Andrew Howard, a Research Scientist for GTRI, developed an automated and correlated malware
analysis system for the community with his coworkers in order
to boost public cyber security.
When he was asked about his
system, Howard stated, “So we
are taking all of these threats, correlating them together and spitting them back out to the community…Members simply insert
malware into the system and it
typically spits out information on
it in a few minutes.”
In addition to Tech faculty,
members of the business community attended the event with their
own messages on cyber security.
David Dewey, founder of Bluebox
discussed eliminated information theft across the world, David
Moeller, founder of CodeGuard,
promoted website safety and protection, and Adam Ghetti, founder of Social Fortress, talked about
personal data security.
Cyber security stands as a
strong investment for many indi-

viduals, and even Tech students
have firm opinions on cyber security.
“I think that in a nation where
technology is growing so rapidly,
and...cybersecurity is quickly becoming a necessary issue to address,” said first-year ChBE major
Caleb Jarriel. “Cyber security attacks can have devastating ef-

fects on national security, and we
should take any precautions we
can to enhance the security.”
Cyber security has stood as a
point of political debate in recent
months, and political conflict
has sparked over Internet piracy,
congressional reforms on Internet
freedom and the definition cyber
crimes.
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very problem oriented or casebased or discussion-based to turn
them into lecture courses. By a
lecture course, I really mean that
students are sitting in rows up
front and a professor is talking at
them.”
Notably, technology has allowed the creation of these more
conducive environments for learning.
“When I first heard about
[PRS] clickers, I thought, ‘Well,
what a stupid dehumanizing
technique that is, you go to class,
you’re not even talking now,
you’re just pressing buttons. It’s
like a TV remote control’,” Potts
said.
However, Potts acknowledged
how the Responseware systems
could be effectively used.
“The real value is in...voting
on an answer choice that’s right,”
Potts said. “The professor can
say, ‘Well, actually a third of you
thought this, and it’s a very reasonable wrong answer and here’s
why its a wrong answer’, and everyone feels like their personal
question has been answered without any kind of stressed level.”
Other, more innovative approaches to conquer this higher
SFR have been the implementation of problem-based learning
(PBL) in engineering courses and
the use of Twitter in one management class.
Problem-based learning, an
approach used in medical school
education, has been gaining momentum in engineering classes.

“I got the highest average
scores on the first midterm that
I’ve gotten in 10 years,” said Dr.
Donald Webster, a CEE professor, who is one of the professors
who implemented PBL in his fluids mechanics class. “It seems like
this pedagogy of getting students
to actively problem solve and actively think about them has dramatic effect on doing the problems and their ability to score well
on the exams.”
“[In PBL], you present the
analytical stuff, typically stuff you
would work out on a board, in 10
minute bite sized pieces,” said Dr.
Laurence Jacobs, Associate Dean
of the CoE. “The students have to
review them before class and in
class...students [work] in teams...
and they have a series of problems
that are based on the lecture they
did outside their class.”
“The content delivery is done
outside and the hard work is done
inside,” Llewellyn said.
“It has worked out extremely
well. Students are very actively
engaged - I have two of my grad
students in the classroom with
me, when the students raise their
hand, we’re able to give them immediate feedback. It allows us to
give them almost 1-on-1 tutoring
in a classroom setting,” Webster
said.
Students in the classroom also
expressed appreciation for PBL.
“Student feedback has been far
better than I imagined,” Webster
said. “It has been overwhelmingly positive...Uniformly, they
said they prefer [video lectures]
because they have more control,
if they miss a comment or miss
a point, they can back it up very

easily watch it again.
Management Professor of Practice Bill Todd, in his case-based
Management 3150 class, faced
the dilemma of limited classroom
time for discussion.
“One of the comments [from
surveys] was from non-native
speakers,” Todd said. “You put
so much emphasis on participation, yet we do not feel comfortable in our English skills. While
we’re constructing our comment
in our mind and by the time we
feel comfortable with it, you’ve
moved onto something else. And
so that made me think, something
else needed to happen.”
These concerns and an evergrowing size in the class’s section
forced him to pioneer an innovative method of fostering discussion in the classroom — through

the use of Twitter.
“We put up both screens with
a live Twitter feed, #mgt3150,”
Todd said. “The very first time we
tried it, four students that never
opened their mouth made very
good comments. And they were
non-native speakers.”
“The Twitter feed gives everyone an opportunity to share their
thoughts,” said Melanie Holthaus,
a fourth-year ISyE in the Principles of Management class. “It
kind of sparks more discussion
sometimes, based on what people
are saying on the Twitter feed, and
you can get kind of a more, ‘That’s
a great idea. I can build off that’.”
Ultimately, whether or not
these innovations can serve as
permanent solutions to the rising
ratio is unclear.
“I do fear we’re very close to
the breaking point, if we’re not
already there,” Jacobs said.
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challenging classes that appealed
to students all across campus.
The creation of the program
was then made possible after a
generous endowment was made
by Dr. Home Rice, the former
Georgia Tech Athletic Director,
to the Homer Rice Chair in Sport,
Society and Technology. This donation has allowed Tech to begin
and continue to search for and
hire a distinguished scholar in the
field of Sports Studies to be the
Homer Rice Chair, teach courses
and direct the program as a whole.
Tech is currently conducting a nationwide search for this faculty
member, according to Smith.
The SST program currently offers the following courses: Foundations of Sports Studies; History
of Sports in America; Sociology of
Sports; Sports Economics; Sports
Psychology; Sports, Science and
Technology; Soccer and Global
Politics; Sports and Stadia; Legal Issues in Sport Management;
History of Martial Arts and The
Olympics in Asia.
With its current offerings, the
faculty and administration involved with SST program have
goals to expand the course offerings, create a larger and academically rigorous curriculum, and
establish a minor program.
“In order to build the most
distinguished Sports Studies program in the country, Georgia Tech
aims to expand its curriculum,
hire tenure-track faculty, secure
major research grants, develop a
student-internship program and
host international conferences
and special events,” Smith said.
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Gaines Halstead
Maybe that’s enlightenment enough,
to know that there is no final resting
place of the mind, no moment of
smug clarity. — Anthony Bourdain

YOUR VIEWS
LIBRARY 2020 PLAN

Hallelujah! But it’s about 20 years too late.

Two-ticket race provides distinct groundwork
RAMBLIN’ WITH QUESTIONS

Could both candidates from each ticket please
speak on their prior experience in SGA and
elaborate on some of the initiatives that they have
sponsored that have benefited the student body
as a whole? In addition, I would like to know more
about how each candidate is qualified to run an
organization that allocates more than 5 million
dollars in Student Activity Fee money.

EA KILLS ANOTHER FRANCHISE

The Consensus Opinion reflects the majority opinion of the Editorial Board of the
, but not necessarily the opinions of individual editors.
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Yes, EA for whatever reason seems unable to learn from
their own mistakes. It echoes back to last year’s Mass Effect 3
problem and this year’s Dead Space 3. They have absolutely
zero interest in making games their consumers want (which
involves a lot more quality and content than what they are
willing) instead they make games they think we can be fooled
into wanting (in their mind a flashy marketing campaign is
a better investment than time and actual effort) and its is
sad, despite how far in the red they are they are sitting upon
a mountain of unused IP’s that they have acquired yet they
lack the competence to develop any of these or their active
IP’s into out of the box quality products. Their continued
insistence to nickel and dime you for not only purchases for
the game but now in the game as well will hopefully in time
kill this company.

ANY GIVEN FRIDAY BY CASEY TISDEL

SLIVERS

Don’t go Phillies
I may or may not have contributed to Game of
Thrones setting the new piracy record. Whoops.
When they ask me my major, I say fifth-year cynic

Write to us:

letters@nique.net
Got something to say? Then let
your voice be heard with the Technique. Sliver at nique.net, tweet us @
the_nique or check us out on Facebook at facebook.com/thenique. We
want to hear your opinion and want
to make it known to all of campus.
We also welcome your letters in
response to Technique content as well
as topics relevant to campus. We will
print letters on a timely and spaceavailable basis.
Each week we look for letters that

are responses to or commentaries on
content found within the pages of the
Technique. Along with these letters,
we are open to receiving letters that
focus on relevant issues that currently
affect Georgia Tech as a university, including its campus and student body.
When submitting letters we ask
that you include your full name, year
(1st, 2nd, etc.) and major. We ask that
letters be thought provoking, well
written and in good taste. We reserve
the right to both reject or edit letters
for length and style.
For questions, comments or concern, contact the Opinions Editor at
opinions@nique.net.
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By fate or by happy accident,
a few months ago I met an exchange student from Singapore
during an open house event at
the I-House, a residence hall on
campus that brings people from
the U.S. and countries around
the world together. A couple of
minutes exchanging greetings
casually turned into a few hours
of conversation, and an amazing
friendship has blossomed between us since then.
Making friends with international students on campus can
be as easy as showing up to one
of the Language Institute’s Coffee Hours, signing up to spend
time with a foreign language
conversation partner there or
showing up to an event for any
of the numerous multicultural
clubs active at Tech.
The benefits of these friendships are absolutely twofold, as
you get to learn from each other
and build lasting relationships
that cross seas and borders. My
friend and I went on a cruise for
spring break, explored the Georgia Aquarium on GT Night and
are planning to spend as much
time together as possible before
she leaves for home in a month.
All of the adventures that we’ve
enjoyed together, big and small,
are memories that I’ll treasure
for the rest of my life.
After attending several of
the Language Institute’s weekly
meet-and-greets, I can honestly
say that from my personal per-

“...there are some things
about the world that you just
can’t learn from a textbook,
and there are ways to fill the
gap...”

spective, there’s nothing more
exciting than making friends
with people from other countries. Exploring another person’s
culture can only be described as
an awesome experience.
For one thing, it opens the
door to trying new foods, which
everyone can appreciate. My
friend recently introduced me
to frog legs, which after a lot
of encouragement and support
I finally mustered up the nerve
to sample. To my surprise, I
discovered that they are much
more delicious than look. I have
never been so happy to leave my
own comfort zone, and that was
something I never would have
dreamed of doing if it wasn’t for
her.
To return the favor, I introduced her to Sublime Doughnuts, which wasn’t nearly as adventurous as trying frog legs but
pretty fantastic all the same.
I’m a firm believer that college life is about more than preparing for the future through
your studies. As I see prospec-
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tive students touring our campus and deciding whether Tech
is right for them, I know that
they’re not just looking at our
impressive academic programs
and facilities, but also at the way
current students interact with
each other in our organizations
and the friendships we’re making here. Our campus culture is
wonderfully diverse.
In addition to sharing new
experiences, I’ve found that one
of the best things about international friendships is discovering
our similarities. My friend and I
delighted in our shared love of
anime at Tech’s annual MomoCon convention last month, and
that opportunity to be crazy, obsessive fangirls together made us
even closer. We’re finding that
we have more things in common
every day.
I know people who have invited exchange students to live
with them for a short time,
which is a great opportunity to
meet people of other cultures
and show them what typical

American life is like. However,
I don’t think anything can compare to the chance we have at
Tech now to really connect with
different people in our daily
lives, realize our mutual interests and just hang out—by far
the easiest and the best way to
get those invaluable cultural experiences that we can take with
us.
It’s no secret that Tech offers
a lot of opportunities to make
memorable international connections. As an International
Affairs major myself, learning
about global societies is a big
part of what I do. Still, there
are some things about the world
that you just can’t learn from a
textbook, and there are ways to
fill that gap that are much more
enriching.
After having the unforgettable experience of studying
abroad in Cuzco, Peru last summer, I can truly say that I’ve
gained a new appreciation for
meeting people from different
countries. No matter what you
happen to be majoring in or
where your interests are, in today’s world it’s likely that you
will be interacting with people
from other cultures socially or
professionally.
It isn’t possible for everyone
to study abroad, but luckily,
Tech boasts a thriving international community right here—
waiting for us to take advantage
of it.

There is no doubt that social at on a case-by-case basis, espemedia has completely changed cially if someone has difficulty
the way that people interact on separating his or her personal
a daily basis. Unfortunately the and professional lives. There
issue of what you post online have been recent stories regardand how your boss can react to ing these kinds of situations
said issue has yet to be firmly and how they’ve been handled
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this is all
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ternet from its
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early beginnings no invasion of privacy...” Stories of how
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pened in differevery action of
ent areas reinevery day.
force this idea,
But
with
really showing
that, I don’t believe that em- those cases that are not as comployers can have the expecta- mon but still shouldn’t be overtion of its employees to not have looked.
a life outside of the office. They
The head of a police departshould not have the ability to ment, fire department, school
hire and fire based solely off of or really any kind of organizawhat they’ve seen online rather tion that regularly serves the
than objectively judging a per- community should be conson based on their capacity to cerned when an employee reguaccomplish assigned tasks and larly posts racist or anti-semitic
their performance on the job.
remarks and look into said emSure, if you’ve got multiple ployee’s conduct.
profiles on social media webA company that specializes
sites its no invasion of privacy in technology and innovation
or rights for your boss to look should be concerned and adyou up and see information that dress the issue if an employee
is readily available to the pub- is disclosing trade secrets to
lic. But to be penalized for an competition or the public as its
opinion or an action that has no basically undermining the comdirect effect on the company or pany’s daily operations. If an
business that you both work for athlete is constantly defaming
is nothing but unfair.
the team and organization that
The problem that comes into he or she plays for or is a part
the picture is that this kind of of, he or she may want out in
issue sometimes must be looked
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What are you thoughts
on Highland Bakery?

“I love it so far. It’s a nice
addition to campus.”

“I wish it was advertised
more.”

“I haven’t been there yet,
but it sounds good.”

“I would really love to go. I
didn’t know it was here.”

10
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It has been a privilege engaging with
so many of you in these exciting election
times. However, there are still a few things
we would like you to know. Amid the hustle and bustle of class registration, Greek
Week, last-minute summer plans and all of
the end-of-semester calamity that seems to
invade what once was our very regular routines, we would like to simply encourage
you to remove the lenses focused on the
immediate in exchange for a view of the

// OPINIONS

panoramic picture. This landscape portrait
of your time at Tech has embedded in its
fibers the colors you yourself paint day-byday, which is why we’re here.
Now this may seem odd, and you may
be asking yourself, “What could Student
Government possibly have to do with the
‘colors’ that I ‘paint’ each day?” And this
is precisely the question we would like
to answer for you. Because, at the end of
the day, when we all take that final step
back and look upon the tapestry that we
have created during our time here at Tech,
what each of us desire to see is the same
—a masterpiece of field-rushing, stranger-

We are so excited to be running to be
your next SGA President and Executive
Vice President! Over our past three years
at Tech, we have experienced so much of
what this great school has to offer—now,
it’s our turn to give back.
We have both been involved in SGA
for three years. This past year, Nick served
as both the Junior Class President and the
Vice President of Campus Affairs.
He has authored over 75 bills in the

Undergraduate House of Representatives
for over $400,000 and led the integration
of Gotcha cars on campus.
Lucy served as Vice President of Academic affairs and has worked to make various changes to Dead Week Policy and to
oversee planning for the implementation
of a student-faculty mentorship program
during the Summer 2013 semester.
Our vision for next year includes both
previous initiatives that we have worked
on in the past year as well as some new
ideas. Positive mental health on campus is
extremely important to both of us and we
plan to advocate for more funding for the
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Students must work to bridge the
divide between SGA & campus

It’s the same thing every year.
My friends and I sitting around
complaining that the tuition is
too damn high; that, as a species,
parking spots on campus are going extinct and, more importantly, that our opinions as students
go unheard by those at SGA. We
love to complain about how they
never reach out to individuals and
how they are completely inaccessible off in their world. We love to
find anything we can to complain
about. I can’t help but to think
“haters gonna hate.”
Maybe it’s just my group of
friends. Maybe we’re just bitter
old men who sit around squabbling to ourselves because we can.
I’m not saying it isn’t somewhat
true, but I’m going to go out on
a limb here and say that we’re not
the only ones.
I’ve had numerous conversations on, around and about campus with students sharing the
same negative thoughts. I’m not
saying it’s a bad thing. It’s only
natural to be negative sometimes.
No one’s perfectly happy all of the
time. It’s easy to complain when
you’re staring down a midterm,
35-page thesis or a senior design
project. Plus, someone’s got to
speak up to keep those in power
in check.
That being said, I’ve decided to
change my ways, albeit three and
a half years too late. I’ll be graduating this December and I’ve got
one semester to make amends,
and so here I am writing to say
that it’s time that we the students
let our voice be heard. Let me and

“I think we forget that SGA
exists. I think we also forget
the weight of the decisions
the organization as a whole
makes... ”

my fellow naysayers, put aside our
loathing and help bridge the gap
between SGA and the student
body by going out and voting this
week. Let’s make ourselves aware
of the issues that affect each one of
us and let’s choose the candidate
that we hope will lead us in the
right direction.
I’m not writing in support of
either ticket. I’m writing in support of Tech. With so much going
on in our daily lives, I think we
forget that SGA exists. I think we
also forget the weight of the decisions the organization as a whole
makes in the name of the student
body.
Many of us don’t realize tuition
is on the rise until it is too late. We
may have missed the announcement that HOPE is being cut for
the fifth year in a row. Or perhaps
we didn’t care enough to read the
email telling us that the new student activity fee budget has been
passed. These are all major events
that drastically affect the lives we
lead as students, and I had no clue
they were flying past me.
I realized that if I truly did care
about both my school and the ed-

ucation it was providing for me,
then I need to take the initiative
to help improve it. Sure there are
plenty of more direct ways of helping to better Tech, but the indirect
role the SGA provides allows me
to focus on school work instead of
going to the state capitol myself.
Currently, I’m inefficiently utilizing this vital academic tool by
not reaching out on my own accord. There’s never been an occasion in which I’ve gone out of my
way to let my voice be heard by a
member of SGA. I complain that
they’re not listening to me and the
student body when I’m the one
whose said nothing at all.
Of course they will be inaccessible or hard to reach at times, but
we mustn’t forget that they too are
students with their own lives.
The bottom line is, it is up to us
as students to bridge the gap that
separates SGA from the apathetic.
The choices we make this week
will have a longer lasting legacy
than we can imagine. We’re never
going to be happy with the results
if we don’t get out there and make
an effort to accomplish our own
agendas.
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the first place so it would be worth
looking at.
With that, if you’re doing your
job on a consistent basis, then
why should your boss even care
what you do in your free time?
It shouldn’t be an issue what you
do off the clock if you come into
work on time every morning, respectful to your employer and fellow co-workers and continually
perform at or above organization
expectations.
Because this is new territory,
the law hasn’t clearly been defined
as how to handle these kinds of issues. It seems that most recently
States have been taking the side of
employees with six states including Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, Illinois and
California outlawing employer
efforts to coerce employees into
turning over social media account
information at the beginning of
this year. Otherwise there aren’t
many if any legal ramifications for
actions taken against employees
due to social media usage. Once

again the problem is that these
issues can’t be looked at in black
and white because there is just so
much gray area in between.
If employers are going to discipline employees based on their use
of social media and sharing what
they do in their free time, then the
employer needs to have set rules
and regulations established which
outline what is okay and what’s
not; as well as actions that could
be taken against them and consequences of such behavior while
always informing their employees.
People still have to be aware
of these kinds of things though
because no one, especially college
students, can know where their
lives will be in 20 year’s time. And
once something is on the internet
for the world to see there are no
guarantees that it will be going
away. I don’t think anyone should
have to be fearful of having a personal life and having the freedom
to share that life with others online due to consequences that may
arise in trying to find or keep a
job.

“See my toys?” the boy says, his
voice still fluttering. “Cool, huh?
Want to play with ‘em?”
The tall one looks at the boy
with a mixture of pity and curiosity. After a few moments, he
laughs. “No thanks. I have better
ones at home.”
The newcomer turns to leave.
Not another word to the pariah.
The boy is furious.
His world has been crushed,
challenged, by someone who has
never experienced its intoxicating illusions. He’s not worth it,
he argues with himself. His only

chance at social salvation is to
embarrass the newcomer, but he
doesn’t want to look weak in front
of all the neighborhood kids. At
least, not again.
He’s got no choice. How will
the other kids ever play with him
if he isn’t tough? Clumsily, he
picks up his favorite figure and
hurls it at the tall one; the toy
barely clears half the distance.
The tall one looks down, stifling a pitying laugh. Clearly he
had met kids like this on the playground before. Turning around
calmly one final time before heading back to his game, he says,
“Enough of that, Kim Jong-Un.”

nique.net/ads

nique.net
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HOT– or –NOT

As if we didn’t need another
excuse for putting off studying
this week, Conan O’Brien decided to drop into town to host
his show and made us forget
what our priorities were. I’m
sure our professors will understand why we’re skipping.

It’s as if the basketball gods
knew the weather would be
perfect this week and decided
to shower us in gifts. Not only
will Atlanta be hosting the
NCAA Final Four tournament, but also an entire weekend full of free live music.

While the majority of us
may be excited about the festivities in Atlanta this weekend, it goes with saying that
none of us are looking forward
the seventh level of hell we’ll
all be stuck in due to the crazy
amount of traffic.

Softball had a major set
back this week with a 20-1 to
cross-state rival U[sic]GA in
Athens. While our ego may be
slightly bruised, we’ll be looking to blow off some steam
with a win over Virginia Tech
this weekend.

Counseling Center from Student
Affairs.
We have already been working
on the implementation of a web
portal that will allow students to
access all mental health resources
on campus from one location.
The Counseling Center reports
that Tech students experience
more academic stress than the
national average, so we also plan
to address mental health issues
through the improvement of academic resources.
Thus, we have already been
working to provide an Academic
Grievances website to students for
a variety of grievances that occur
throughout the semester.
Another part of our platform
focuses on the improvement of
school spirit and Greek relations.
In parts of campus, it is difficult to
even tell you’re at Tech except for
the signs that designate buildings.

high-fiving, nail-biting football
games, camaraderie between you
and a few friends who thought up
some hobby and ventured to create a club to do it, exam results
that you were proud of because
of the tremendous effort invested
and numerous resources exhausted, and friends made along the
way who shared in the same journey. This masterpiece is exactly
what the students had in mind
when SGA was formed; and we,
just two more students, are here to
bring it back.
As you can see, our vision is

“Positive mental
health on campus is
extremely important
to both of us and we
plan to advocate for
more funding for the
Counseling Center...”
We wish to partner with organizations such as the Ramblin’ Reck
Club and the Alumni Association
to increase the number of students
wearing white and gold on Fridays
and the amount of Tech regalia
apparent around campus.
We also want to promote more
positive interactions between
the Greek community, which
comprises approximately 22%
of students, and campus administrators. Additionally, as Tech is
currently one of two peer institutions that do not have an LGBTQ

“As fresh faces to SGA,
we just want to make
our belief a reality. We
know that you value
your finite amount
of time here at Tech,
because we do too...”
simply to serve you. We are going
to do all that we can to equip you
to create a worthwhile collegiate
experience.
As fresh faces to SGA, we
want to make our belief a reality.

Resource Center, we will be advocating for more support for the
Tech LGBTQ Community.
We both find the lack of support for this portion of the student
body unacceptable and will work
closely with key administrators to
make this resource center a reality.
Lastly, we wish to begin utilizing the class email lists to accurately poll the student body. Before we take a stance on behalf of
students regarding controversial
issues, we want to be absolutely
certain that every student has the
opportunity to voice his or her
opinion and that we are accurately
representing student opinion.
Our passion, experience, and
platform set us apart from other
candidates.
We strongly encourage you to
read more of our platform on our
website and to vote starting today!
Yours in White and Gold,
Nick & Lucy
We know you value your finite
amount of time here, because we
do too, which is why we’re bringing the shift to SGA. Our campaign is no ordinary campaign,
because our goals are no ordinary
goals—restoring this organization to students serving students
is no remedial task, but one that
asks for your impact. SGA has lost
sight of this vision, and we’re asking you to help us bring it back.
Thank you for helping recapture
this vision and bringing it to life.
Forever Yours in White &
Gold,
Max & Lisandro

Focus

Madison Lee
Arvind Narayan

T

ech is a home to several student organizations
dedicated to service and volunteer work. Such
organizations help students learn to build a commitment to the community and apply their skills
to a more practical, comprehensive environment.
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Tech

Beautification
Pi Kappa Alpha

Eta kappa nu
THETA XI

NSCS
By Madison Lee | Focus Editor

L

ast Saturday’s Tech Beautification Day (TBD), one of the most popular campus-wide volunteering events, brought students, faculty and staff
together to make a visible difference. This year marked the 13th annual event of giving back to the school, with a variety of clean-up activities
ranging from pine straw spreading to sod installation and flower planting. Students active in a number of organizations came out to work on
the different projects. Here, Focus highlights some of these student groups, their participation in TBD and why they chose to get involved in
the event.

PINE STRAW SPREADING

SOD INSTALLATION

Where the geographic area of the projects was concerned, the students who
spread pine straw around campus had one
of the biggest jobs of the morning.
The ECE honor society Eta Kappa Nu
worked near the IC. Volunteering for TBD
was a part of their initiation process.
“I personally decided to do this because
I liked the idea of helping out around Tech’s
campus. If the chance presented itself I
would love to do more activities like this,”
said Jack Bush, a second-year EE major.
Members of the Phi Gamma Delta
(FIJI) fraternity were also spreading pine
straw in the same area.
“We came out because we’re very involved as a whole, the work that we’re doing
here is easy to see and you get that feeling

In terms of geographic area, the students
who rolled out sod near the Instructional
Center had another one of the biggest jobs
to do of the morning.
Volunteering with the fraternity Pi Kappa Alpha, students enjoyed this opportunity to improve the look of campus, and were
attracted to TBD in particular because it
was all planned for them, allowing them to
simply show up and do it.
“I liked how this was organized because
it only takes 10 seconds to decide the [activity] you want to do, and it’s a cool way to
keep campus looking nice, especially with
all of the construction going on around her
all the time,” said Amin Sijelmassi, a firstyear ME major.
“I’d love to do other events like this dur-

of accomplishment when you’re done,” said
Kyle Chrzanowski, a first-year EE major.
Women from the women’s fraternity
Zeta Tau Alpha were excited to be involved
in TBD and give back to the school.
“It’s a great way to get involved, since
the school gives so much to us. We like to
participate in service events through Tech
as much as possible, and there were a lot of
good projects to choose from,” Jamie McNorton, a first-year CHE major.
The sorority sisters of Alphi Phi were
busy spreading pine straw as well.
“With TBD falling around Greek
Week, we wanted to participate because it’s
fun to spruce up the campus and I honestly
just love community service,” said Abigail
Smith, a first-year ARCH major.

SHRUB PLANTING

GREEK HOUSES

A favorite activity available to students
working during TBD was the flower and
shrub planting project. The National Society of Collegiate Scholars (NSCS) pictured
above committed to planting the azalea formosa flower bushes near the Boggs chemistry building.
“When you’re doing community service
on campus like this, one thing is that it’s
really convenient; you can really see the
impact that you’ve made. Last year, we
planted dogwood trees and we see those
grow when we pass by all the time, said
Diya RadhaKrishna, a third-year IE major and Community Service vice-president
with the NSCS honor society. “Some of the
projects are pretty similar though, so a little
more variety could be nice.”

As a part of TBD, students in Greek organizations were also given the chance to
work on projects closer to home. Providing the tools they needed, the Greek participants improved the landscaping around
their own houses.
Asa Burke, a second-year ME major,
emphasized that the event was a great outlet
to get the fraternity brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon involved and get some work done
in general.
“We really just wanted to improve the
look of campus overall, and this [project] in
particular gave us a chance to focus specifically on our house and enhance our outside
appearance. TBD is great because obviously we’d like to make our house look better
and it helps the campus as a whole. We have

The idea of doing something to give
back to campus was very appealing to the
students who chose to participate in TBD
this year.
“Community service is one of the many
great things that we have here. There are so
many things to do and students are always
willing to help out. I feel that it’s a really
great thing to do when helping your community also means helping yourself,” said
Avram Li, a third-year EE major also volunteering with NSCS.
Over a dozen azalea shrubs were planted
on the hill sloping down towards the Laser
Dynamics Laboratory of Boggs. Last year,
the honor society planted three dogwood
trees for TBD. The organization regularly
plans service events in Atlanta.

ing the year because the landscaping and facilities need to be kept looking fresh and up
to date. We can’t always leave the clean-up
to the people Tech hires to do that because
as students we’re the ones who experience
our campus every day, and it’s really nice to
be able to come out here and improve the
look of it,” said Eric McKissick, a first-year
BME major.
McKissick made a note that they were
not just helping the school for current students and faculty, but for visitors such as
prospective students as well.
“I think the prep that we’re doing is
really important, especially since people
start coming here this time of year to see
the campus and decide whether or not they
want to enroll,” McKissick said.

a passion for philanthropy so this is a great
avenue for us,” Burke said.
Students in Theta Xi fraternity were also
interested in getting the brotherhood more
involved in service.
“It’s easier to get people involved in
things like this when they’re working on
something that they interact with every
day. TBD provided pine straw and fertilizer, but all of the other materials like the
rocks and paint were purchased by our fraternity” said Greg Jones, a fourth-year ME
major.
“We think that it’s a good return investment because visitors to campus see these
[Greek] houses, so if they’re in a state of disrepair or visually unappealing then there’s
really no incentive for them to come.”
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Tech’s motto, “Progress and
Service,” is proudly embodied
by the many community service
organizations on campus, one of
which is the recently re-founded
Community Service Council
(CSC).
The volunteer project coordinating organization was originally
founded at Tech in 2007 with a
distinct purpose, but became refounded in 2011 as an organization that exists to support other
service groups on campus and
to provide resources so that they
can prosper in their outreach efforts both in the community and
around the world.
Their main focus of CSC is to
bring passion and tradition into
the idea of community service at
Tech.
Service organizations such as
the committees of MOVE and
For the Kids promote specific volunteering activities and programs,
and the CSC seeks out ways to
provide funds to these organizations and assists them in helping
with their respective activities.
They also provide a Service
Calendar where groups on campus can post their activities
throughout the semester.
CSC conducts forums frequently throughout the semester,
which help guide organizations
on different aspects that they
should focus on in order to build
a stronger service leadership force.
Some example of topics covered
have included transition organization, transportation for organiza-
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tions and fundraising.
“I am really encouraged by
the positive response to community service at Tech,” said
Emily Gooding, a fourth-year
PTFE major who is the current
Executive Committee Chair of
the council. “I would like to see
more emphasis on service reflection, and giving thought to the
general population that we serve,”
said Gooding of her hopes for the
future of the council.
Some of the other current issues the council has been dealing
with, according to Gooding, involves funding for transportation
when organizations have to travel
to activity sites. This has been a
problem in recent semesters, and
is an area that can greatly benefit
from attention. In the long term,
the leadership staff hopes to bring
in more funds for specific service
initiatives.
For spring initiatives, CSC recently hosted a Celebration of Service in February, where CSC and
multiple other community service organizations set up booths
on Tech Walkway and presented
mini-service projects that students can easily do on their way
to and from class.
Examples of the different activities included writing cards for
breast cancer patients and notes
for Tech bus drivers.
When students had completed
all the activities, they could get
CSC prizes, including t-shirts and
cups. In past years, the event was
composed of purely philanthropic
organizations, but this year, expanded to include Greek organizations, honor societies and any

organization with a service component.
The event also included an interactive service map where students could point out where in the
world they served, and to serve as
an inspiration to expand their horizons.
CSC also utilizes a variety of
marketing outlets to promote all
of these activities, which include
Facebook, their new website, and
the website of Leadership and
Civic Engagement to let students
know of upcoming programs and
opportunities to serve.
The CSC recently had their
deadline for students to submit

applications to be considered
for Cabinet positions during the
2013-2014 year. The Cabinet
works to build a structure of support for service organizations.
According to Gooding, service
efforts should not stop within the
Tech campus.
“As a whole, we need to focus
on reflecting who we are serving,”
Gooding said.
She hopes to add a new element to CSC that would allow
students to share their experiences
and what they’ve learned from
their volunteering projects, and
be able to translate it to make the
campus better.

Volunteering
in Atlanta
With a plethora of volunteer
opportunities in the Atlanta area,
Tech students are hard pressed to
find an excuse for lack of service
hours. More students are discovering that donating time and energy
to a local food bank or charity can
be a rewarding, team-building
process. This week, Focus delivers
some tips on local organizations
that are always in need of a helping hand.
ATLANTA FOOD BANK

The Atlanta Food Bank is a
non-profit organization aimed
at combating hunger, boasting
a deliverance of over 37 million
pounds of food and household
goods among 29 counties in
north Georgia. AFB serves food
pantries, community kitchens,
childcare centers and much more.
Volunteers can sort and pack food
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Lily Ponitz
Engineers
Without
Borders

Lexi Smith is the president of
the Tech chapter of Habitat for
Humanity, an international organization that aims to provide
housing in impoverished areas
across the world. She was involved with the organization in
high school and founded the Tech
chapter.
“I came into Tech looking for

Lily Ponitz is the president of
the Tech chapter of Engineers
Without Borders (EWB), an international organization whose
members apply engineering and
entrepreneurial expertise to humanitarian aid. EWB focuses on
a way to get involved…and they
didn’t have a chapter, so I decided
I was going to start one,” Smith
said. “Two years later, we’re finally
up and running.”
Habitat Atlanta has a build on
April 13, and the Tech chapter
will be lending volunteers.
“It’s amazing, what you can get
done in a day,” Smith said. “You’ll

Lorenzo
Tolentino
Davina Morrow is the president of Mobilizing Opportunities for Volunteer Experience, or
MOVE. MOVE is Tech’s largest
service organization, and offers a
range of different volunteer and
community service opportunities.
MOVE is comprised of 16 different committees that address
issues ranging from tutoring to

lay down the entire roof, or finish
the entire front yard…it’s really
rewarding to see what a group of
thirteen people can get done in a
day.”
New volunteers that email
habitat.gatech@gmail.com will
be put on a list that sends out information about upcoming builds
and project opportunities.
Lorenzo Tolentino leads the
Circle K chapter at Tech. Circle
K is an international collegiate
leadership organization sponsored
by Kiwanis International, a coeducational service club founded
in 1915.
Tolentino has been involved
with Circle K since freshman year.
“I feel that I got really involved

Circle K

medical assistance.
Morrow hosted several initiatives to increase and retain the
membership of MOVE. The most
prominent of these was Into the
Streets, a service project geared
exclusively toward freshmen.
‘Into the Streets’ is a program
that was created to introduce
freshmen to several kinds of ser-

primarily international efforts.
Ponitz herself got involved
with EWB’s abroad programs
when she visited Cameroon twice
on a project to install clean water.
“There was a lot of work involved, but it was a really amazing experience,” Ponitz said. “Not
many people get the chance to
implement [such a project…]in

vice opportunities that MOVE
has to offer.
“Every single MOVE officer is
involved in this...and each officer
has to plan a project,” Morrow
said.
Last fall, freshmen participated
in 15 different service projects.
All volunteer sign-ups can be
done through move.gatech.edu.
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their college careers, or even after
they graduate.”
EWB is currently working
with five projects located in Cameroon, Uganda, Panama, Arizona
and Atlanta. Their efforts range
from establishing clean water
sources to constructing sustainable and healthy stoves that preserve air quality.

Lexi Smith
Habitat for
Humanity

in my sophomore year, and the
president saw my initiative.”
Tolentino himself has actively
participated in weekly volunteer
work at the Food Bank and at
Kashi, a yoga ashram in Decatur
that feeds the homeless in Atlanta.
He works with a group of
about 25 dedicated members each
semester, and together, they each

do an average of twenty hours of
service each semester.
“Circle K is unique because
there’s no requirement for hours,”
Tolentino said, explaining that
the casual, friendly approach of
Circle K is conducive to a successful volunteer organization.
Circle K offers weekly service
opportunities to its members.

Davina
Morrow
MOVE
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Memorable
Volunteer
Experiences
Involvement in service projects is one of the things that Tech
encourages most in its students.
There are campus-wide events like
Team Buzz and Tech Beautification Day that call hundreds of
students to volunteer, and many
other projects to choose from
throughout the year as well.
This week, Focus talked to students about their most valued volunteer experiences, and why committing to service is important to
them.
Jenny Sanders, a first-year IE
major, acknowledged that it isn’t
always easy to make time for community service, but enjoys volunteering and knowing that she has
made a difference in the community.

// FOCUS

“I did Sting Hunger with CCF,
and it was really awesome…we
packaged [boxes] of food, made
an assembly line and I helped
carry all of the boxes to the truck.
There were a lot of people involved, which was great because
it’s not always easy to make time
for things like this when you’re at
Tech.”
In spite of her busy classes, exams and extracurricular schedule,
Sanders was happy to make time
for the Sting Hunger project and
hopes to be involved with the
event again in the future.
“I honestly feel like I haven’t
done enough because there’s always that time issue, but I’ve
always really liked doing community service around campus.
Sometimes you forget how important it is, so I’m really glad I did it
this year,” Sanders said.
Sting Hunger is a meal-packaging event sponsored by a variety
of groups from service organizations such as MOVE (Mobilizing Opportunities for Volunteer
Experience) and Circle K, to
the Residence Hall Association
(RHA) and religious organizations on campus like the Christian Campus Fellowship (CCF).
Some of the students who participated were recruited during Hunger and Homelessness Awareness
Week last fall.
It is considered one of the biggest volunteering events on campus, and according to the Sting
Hunger website, this year’s first
annual event saw 450 student
volunteers work to package over
100,000 meals for families in crisis situations in developing countries around the world during a

period of less than five hours.
Maddie Lemieux, a first-year
Chemistry major, participated in
a service event with her sorority
that she considers one of her most
memorable volunteering experiences.
“My sorority did a philanthropy event called ‘Dodging Domestic Violence’ and organized a
dodgeball tournament, which was
pretty great,” Lemieux said.
The proceeds for AXO’s second annual dodgeball tournament
went to the Alpha Chi Omega
Foundation, which works to empower the victims of domestic
violence.
“We do the [dodgeball] event
once a year, but we have other
events that we do as well because
different sisters participate in different projects. For me participating in the sorority event was an
obligation, but I really like doing
things like that anyway,” Lemieux
said.
As a philanthropy project,
third-year EE major Andrew Byrd
worked with Atlanta Mission with
his fraternity Sigma Phi Epsilon,
serving breakfast to those facing
homelessness.
“They were really happy to
have us there serving, and it was
gratifying to be able to do it. SigEp
does projects like that pretty frequently…I’d say probably twice a
month or so over the past couple
of semesters. I really like the kinds
of philanthropy activities that are
hands-on. Going around asking
people for money or walking a
race aren’t as appealing to me as
feeling involved,” Byrd said.
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On April 6, students across
campus will take part in Relay
for Life’s annual celebration on
Tech’s campus. The day-long
event, which begins at noon, is
the culmination of months of recruiting and fundraising by Relay
for Life participants throughout
the year.
Music, entertainment, student
bands, inflatables and free food
will be on Tech Green on Saturday. This is the first time that
the annual event will be held on
Tech’s new green space.
This year, 68 teams made up
of over 714 participants will represent Relay for Life’s presence at
Tech. More people are expected to
participate at the event through
walk-ins.
Most members have friends
or family who have fought some
form of cancer, the second leading
cause of death in the U.S.
“Cancer is one of the most
widespread diseases. I think everyone’s got a cause and they’re
linked to it somehow,” said Sheila
Raman, a fourth year MGT major and President of Relay For Life
at Tech.
Members also participate for
friends or to contribute to the
overall fight against cancer.
“Even if it’s not a family member, you know someone else is affected [by cancer …] I think this
event is a way to show that we can
band together as a student com-
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boxes, help at a garden, or assist
at an event. Supper Club, held
on April 9th at the KR Steakbar,
is one example of an upcoming
event where 20 percent of tabs
will be donated to the Food Bank.

munity and do something for the
good,” said Raman, who has been
a part of Relay For Life for over
ten years.
“I relay so that no one has to
hear the words ‘you have cancer’
anymore,” said Raman.
The Saturday event will begin
in the morning with a brunch for
cancer survivors in the community. Some members of the Tech
student body who have survived
cancer will also be present.
An opening ceremony at noon
will celebrate the lives of people
who have fought cancer and inspire those who are currently battling it. Tech’s women volleyball
team captain, Susan Carlson, will
be the featured student speaker.

A Survivor Lap begins the Relay, which lasts until midnight.
“Throughout the day, someone’s always going to be walking
a lap to signify that we will never
give up hope on cancer research,”
said Raman.
A Luminaria Ceremony will
remember friends and family who
have died fighting cancer. Paper
lanterns will be lit to recognize
these individuals.
Participants at the event have
the opportunity to meet and support cancer survivors. Survivors at
the event will share their experiences with others and celebrate
victory over cancer.
Teams at the event will hold
fundraisers throughout the day.

The various teams consist of organizations, fraternities, sororities,
and clubs at Tech. At midnight,
the total amount raised by each
team will be recognized.
Tech’s Relay for Life chapter is
active throughout the year with a
variety of fundraising and student
outreach activities.
For example, the night of Relay
for Life last year invited students
to a popular event featuring a lineup of events and entertainments
from 7:00pm to 4:30pm. The
night of Relay for Life included
traditional remembrance activities
like a Luminaria Ceremony to the
performances by Tech’s own Sym-

Hero for Children is dedicated to improving the quality
of life of children affected with
HIV/AIDS. Tech students, along
with the Tech basketball team,
have formerly participated in the
HERO Fall Festival, an event
where young fundraisers interact with children who they have
worked so hard to help. Outdoor
activities include relay races,
pumpkin painting, and more
competitive games. Ninety percent of donations and volunteer
work go to children who come
from families making less than
$10,000 a year. Visit www.heroforchildren.org to find out more
about volunteer opportunities.
This one’s for all the animal
lovers. The Paws Atlanta shelter
was founded in 1966 and has
cared for thousands of animals
since. The organization offers the
community low-cost pet vaccination clinics, pet dental services,
dog obedience classes and much
more. The proceeds help support
the PAWS mission. Anyone 18
years of age or older can donate
his or her time through activities
such as walking and socializing
dogs, clerical work, helping with
fundraising events, helping at offsite adoptions and much more.
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On the fundraising side, thirdyear PSY major Kajene Murugathasan helped to organize the India
Run for Hope event and participated in it as well. She noted that
working with other schools involved in the activity made it seem
even more meaningful.
“We helped to raise money for
youth education…the event involved runners from a lot of different organizations on campus,
Greek Life, and even people from
Emory and GSU. It was a lot of
fun to do…I even danced during the entertainment part of the
event,” Murugathasan said.
Jessica Barrett, a fourth-year
PSY major, worked with her sorority during Tech Beautification
Day on various clean-up projects
around the sorority house.
She enjoyed the opportunity to
do something for her house while
at the same time making a real
difference that people could notice on a daily basis.

pathetic Vibes, Nothin’ but Treble
and Society of Step.
The goal for this year’s upcoming relay on April 6 is to raise
$55,000 through donations and
sponsorships for the American
Cancer Society. $35,000 has been
raised to date.
Nationwide, Relay For Life
raised 385 million dollars for the
American Cancer Society (ACS)
in 2011 according to their 2012
Stewardship Report. In 2011,

ACS spent over $680,000 towards
cancer research, prevention, detection, and patient support.
The largest source of private,
nonprofit research funds in the
U.S. is ACS, spending $140 million on cancer research through
research grants at academic institutions and conducting research
on its own in 2011.
ACS also funds programs that
give the public access to information about cancer prevention and
reducing the risks of getting cancer through early detection.

Another important feature is
its patient support, which provides free assistance for the families of cancer patients in addition
to funding programs that help patients cope with the effects of the
disease.
Founded in 1913, American
Cancer Society is celebrating its
100th anniversary this year.
“American Cancer Society’s
motto is ‘More Birthdays in the
World’ and I think it’s a great
motto,” said Raman, “I really
stand by that.”

Barrett also found that volunteering alongside her friends
during the event was an exciting
incentive for participating, and
makes the experience of working
with service projects more gratifying overall.
“We planted flowers, spread
pine straw and did other things
like that. I signed up for it because
it was a great opportunity to work
on our house and get involved
with some friends. We all got together and got breakfast beforehand, so we made it into more of
an event than something like an
obligation. I feel like once you get
friends involved it adds an aspect
of fun to the motivation behind
the volunteering and doing something good for a cause,” Barrett
said.
Second-year BME major Sarah
Kahlek was inspired to work as an
unpaid TA close to home by an
especially helpful TA that she had
last year.
“I’m a junior TA and I don’t get
paid for it, but I really like it. It’s
for a BME class and basically the

students are redesigning a medical
product and we give them feedback. I think that in a lot of ways
we learn from each other because I
get ideas from them for other projects. I learn from them and they
learn from me, which I think is
the best kind of relationship when
it comes to volunteering and service,” Kahlek said.
For students looking for a volunteer opportunity but not sure
where to start, Hands on Atlanta is an affiliate of the Hands
on Network, a group of over 250
volunteer organizations across 16
countries.
Volunteers choose a project
and are led by a Hands on Leader
from one of Hands on Atlanta’s
non-profit partners. Scheduling
and project tasks are flexible.
One example of an upcoming project is the Piedmont Park
Conservancy Clean and Green to
benefit the upkeep and cleanliness
of the park.
More information on upcoming events can be found at handsonatlanta.org.

Entertainment

No matter what team you are
pulling for in the NCAA Men’s
Basketball Tournament, you
should be in Atlanta this weekend. The city will be buzzing with
activity as it hosts the NCAA
Final Four games and plans to
provide more entertainment

than basketball games for college
sports fans. Starting Friday, and
lasting until Sunday, a number of
big-time bands will be playing in
Centennial Olympic Park, right
next to Tech. The best part is that
the entire weekend will be free.
However, it is estimated that over
100,000 people will cram into the
park, so be warned and arrive early. For those who are still not quite

sure what internationally popular
acts will be headlining each day,
here’s a handy breakdown of the
event.
3:00PM - The AT&T block
party will open, and crowds will
begin flooding into the park.
4:45PM - The band Saints of
Valory will begin playing. This
quartet rock group has been lik-

Conan O’Brien showed his support for his favorite Georgia sports
teams in one of his performances at
the Tabernacle this past week. After
giving an enthusiastic round of applause for Coco’s Braves, Falcons and
Hawks jerseys, the room became a bit
more polarized when the late night
host donned a UGA shirt. However,
this rather embarrassing mistake was
soon corrected, with Conan ultimately choosing the white and gold
team. A wise decision, many would
agree. Your move, UGA.
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ened to adult alternative/rock
bands like Coldplay or the Killers.
Their music is described as “alternative rock with pop and indie
influences.” Though fairly new,
the group has released an EP album The Bright Lights with the hit
“Providence.”
7:00PM - My Morning Jacket
will take the stage. The rock band,
led by singer-songwriter and gui-

Since the fateful summer of
2011, Tech students have been lamenting the loss of one of Tech’s
landmarks for over 60 years: Junior’s. Students were sad to see
the building emptied, but now
the deserted spot near Tech Tower
has been filled once again. Over
spring break, Highland Bakery
opened its doors to the Tech campus, and with it came excitement
for starving 8 a.m. students and a
sense of nostalgia for its long-gone
but never-forgotten predecessor.
Highland Bakery is known nationally and particularly around
Atlanta for its creative and mouthwatering culinary compilations.
With three bustling locations
established in Old Fourth Ward,
Buckhead and Midtown, Highland Bakery is recognized for its
classic pastries—peanut butter
French toast, for one—as well as
decorative cakes, southern comfort breakfasts and delectable coffee. Better yet, they mill their own
chemical-free grains to ensure an
assortment of healthy and organic
baked goods.
Tech’s partnership with the
bakery began over two decades
ago when kiosks opened with an
assortment of menu items in the
College of Architecture and Col-

tarist Jim James, originated in
Louisville, Kentucky fifteen years
ago. This group has released five
albums and has a psychedelic/
roots/southern rock sound. The
band has appeared on a number
of TV shows, including Saturday
Night Live, The Tonight Show with
Jay Leno, Late Night with Conan
O’Brian, How I Met Your Mother,
The Vampire Diaries, House and
much more.
9:00PM - Georgia’s own Zac
Brown Band will come out to
play for their huge gathering of
fans. This country and folk rock
band, led by lead singer and guitarist Zac Brown himself, is based
in Atlanta and began not far from
the city. The group has released
five studio albums, with nine
number-one hits on the Billboard
country charts, including “Chicken Fried,” “Toes,” “Highway 20
Ride,” “Free,” “Knee Deep” and
more. Over the course of their illustrious career, Zac Brown Band
has received 55 nominations and
won seven awards ranging from
the Grammy awards to those
awarded by the Country Music
Association.
12:00PM - The Park opens.
12:15PM - Atlanta-based
Yacht Rock Revue will begin playing. This group covers material
from ‘70s light rock artists such
as Steely Dan, Michael McDonald and Hall & Oates. The band
is unique in that it bonds with its

lege of Computing. The popularity of these kiosks convinced the
Tech administration and Highland Bakery executives to team
up once again, but this time on a
larger scale. Thus, Tech’s hottest
and most delicious new hangout
was created.
In addition to providing students with a healthy and tasty
spark to their daily diets, the
opening of this new shop on campus will further help the kiosk
business.
“By having a centralized location with broader production
capabilities, our thought is that
we might be able to start offering
more diverse and fresher foods at
the kiosks across campus,” Rich
Steele, senior director of Auxiliary
Services, said upon the start of
construction last fall. The new location offers a more diverse menu,
comparable to the other Atlanta
locations.
“We knew that we didn’t want
a national brand in that location…
We wanted something that had
more of the unique Georgia Tech
look and feel…and we thought
that [Highland Bakery] would
provide that,” Steele continued
in a statement to the Institute.
Tech administrators spent much
of last summer sampling the food
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Last Friday, March 29, at the
Hinman Research Building, the
“Archies” took a night off of studio for the biennial Beaux Arts
Ball. The costume ball originated
in 19th century Paris with ornately designed floats judged by
design critics. The event usually
starts with a charrette, or design
competition among graduate and
undergraduate studios throughout the school, based on a theme.
After the charrette at the arts
ball, teams exhibit their designs
in a fun social setting. Usually
architects dress up as the buildings they designed. This tradition
has been a part of the School of
Architecture since 1908. Hosted
by the Georgia Tech American
Institute of Architecture Students
(AIAS) chapter and the Georgia Tech School of Architecture,
the night included food, drinks,
music, a chorale performance, a
fashion show and of course, dancing. This year’s theme was “Metamorphosis: Each Epoch Dreams
the One to Follow,” highlighting
architecture’s ever-evolving and
self-foreshadowing nature.
Though the ball focused primarily on architecture designs by
ARCH students at Tech, the event
was open to the public, giving
people of different backgrounds
and students at large a chance to
tap into their creative inner soul.
Guests were adorned in cocktail
style attire and were invited to
wear masks or any other form of
attire that supported their view of
metamorphosis.

The President of AIAS, Natasha Sanjaya, said of the event,
“People find it hard to understand the Beaux Arts Ball - people
who’ve never experienced it and
people outside of architecture.
But to summarize, the Beaux Arts
Ball is an opportunity to be a significant part of architecture culture and to truly experience the
dynamic of the student-faculty
professional relationship within
a school. And it’s an event com-

www.nique.net

pletely different from any other
schools on campus.”
In concurrence with this statement, Jessie Hughes, Vice President of AIAS, stated, “The Beaux
Arts Ball is more than just a two
day design competition, finishing
up with an architecture party (I
like to call it an “archiparty”). It’s
a way to engage meaningfully in a
design challenge with your professors outside of typical studio work.
And it’s a way to remind ourselves

of why we chose this major, which
can admittedly be brutal at times,
despite the opportunities we have
to let the creative juices flow. It’s
an opportunity to pause and realize that it’s all worth it, really.
Engineers could probably have a
lot of fun with an event like this
made just for them.”
The event started with casual
mingling and food munching, as
the studios were getting ready for
the fashion show. Before a short
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performance by the School of
Architecture Chorale, the Dean
of the School gave an introduction to the theme of the evening.
Shortly after, the fashion show itself finally commenced, and each
studio varied greatly with their interpretation of “metamorphosis.”
A previously chosen song also accompanied the elaborate designs,
providing an even greater oppor-
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audience through not only spoton musical covers, but also comedic bits and original acts.
1:45PM - Macklemore &
Ryan Lewis, known for their hit
song and video “Thrift Shop,”
will take the stage together. The
hip-hop and rap artists have recently been working together, but
Macklemore released his debut
studio album The Heist in October of last year.
3:15PM – The Atlanta-based
rapper Ludacris will perform before a crowd even larger than his
previous Atlanta concert last fall
(50,000 in attendance). His seven
albums have been hugely successful, along with his business ventures and acting career.
4:30PM – Flo Rida will begin
his act. This rapper has produced
many number one hits including
“Low,” “Right Round,” “Club
Can’t Handle Me” and “Whistle.”
His success and popularity can
also be seen through his 47 nominations and sixteen awards from
the Grammys, American Music
Awards, Teen Choice Awards and
more.
8:30PM – The English rock
band Muse will take the stage to
perform their famous alternative/
progressive rock music. There are
only three official members in the
group, who have together released
six studio albums. Known for
their international hit “Uprising,”
this band has sold over fifteen
million records around the world.
2:00PM – The Park opens.
2:30PM – Indie folk and rock
band Blind Pilot will begin to

play. Based out of Oregon, this
group of six has released only
one studio album to date, which
reached Number 13 on the Billboard Top Digital Albums chart.
Known for their song “Go On,
Say It,” Blind Pilot appeared on
Ellen DeGeneres’ show this past
January on her birthday, as they
are one of her favorites.
4:15PM – The Vermont-based
Grace Potter & The Nocturnals
will perform. This group has released five albums and opens
regularly for big-name acts. Lead
singer Grace Potter, known for
her vocal abilities and compared
to famous singers such as Janis
Joplin, recorded the country song
“You and Tequila” with Kenny
Chesney. The band plays mostly

blues, folk and country rock.
6:00PM – English musician,
actor, activist, philanthropist
and songwriter Sting will take
the stage. As the leader of former
English band The Police, Sting is
a veteran to the music industry
compared to the weekend’s other
acts. With ten albums under his
belt, most of which went platinum, he is a member of the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame as well as
the Songwriters Hall of Fame.
Sting’s music cannot be narrowed
down to a single genre, as he incorporates new age, classical, reggae, jazz and rock styles into his
productions, but it is always a
good listen, and will no doubt be
one of the major highlights of the
entire weekend.

8:00PM – The Dave Matthews
Band will begin to perform, playing in Atlanta for what may be the
only time this year. Founded in
Virginia, the rock band has been
active for over two decades with
eight studio albums and a whopping eighteen live records. While
the group has only won one Grammy, they sell out the largest venues in the world when they travel
(which is almost all the time), and
are in the top ten highest grossing bands currently playing. The
Dave Matthews Band’s jam-style
music has won the support of fans
of all ages, and promises a great finale to this weekend’s Final Four
concerts. Atlanta always promises great entertainment, and this
weekend will continue that trend.
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tunity for all involved to practice
artistic expression.
Showcasing a more literal interpretation of metamorphosis,
with the physical change of animals and insects, two studio interpretations included a physical
manifestation of a design program
called Grasshopper to the tune
of “I’m a Little Teapot” and a giant moving cockroach. Two girls
from a sophomore studio dressed
in outfits made of Starbucks cups
that were connected in the middle
and intertwined with lights. Another studio included a woodland
goddess with her semi-creepy
masked worshippers. And lastly, a
brief surprise advertisement charrette performance, modeling the
famous “Old Spice” commercial,
added humor to the already entertaining show.
The winner of the fashion show
was the studio of Judy Gordon
and Tim Harrison, who treated
the audience to a performance
involving phone book pages
taped into cone blankets and a
very scared life-size banana that
emerged from the center.
After the fashion show, the
tense atmosphere of excitement
that often comes hand-in-hand
with artistic expression became
relaxed and loose with a musical
performance by a local band and
DJ afterwards. With the decidedly
more thought-provoking part of
the evening over, professors , students and other attendees let loose
to their inner rhythms and danced
into the night together, ending yet
another successful Beaux Arts
Ball.
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qualities at a variety of potential
Junior’s successors, taking careful
precautions to ensure that the faculty, staff and student body would
be satisfied with the replacement.
With a menu that spans from
crabcake benedict to sweet potato
pancakes to a double, tall, skinny,
half-caff, bald latte, it seems that
Highland Bakery has something
for everybody.
And even though everything
seems better in bulk, one of the
best aspects of the bakery is the
fact that smaller servings and half-
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options are available, which lowers
prices for broke college students.
Finally, the menu options
and price points are not the only
things that make the dining experience at Highland Bakery memorable and enjoyable: friendly staff,
quick service and a particularly
amiable atmosphere also help. Another instance of the bakery’s devotion to catering for the student
body comes in the development of
an online ordering system. In the
coming weeks, the possibility to
place an order online and pick it
up in the store should be available
for busy, on-the-go students.

Plus, the new breakfast,
brunch and lunch hotspot (open
Monday thru Friday from 7:30
am to 4 pm) has sit-down or takeout options, perfect for the occupied student or as a place to relax
and catch-up with friends.
Steele added, “Junior’s era was
totally different. Its focal point
was burgers and fries. Highland
Bakery is a great place to go for
a snack or just to treat yourself
between classes. We hope it will
become a strong Tech tradition.”
The way it looks, Highland
Bakery is well on its way to accomplishing this goal.

Final Four Free Concert
March Madness makes its way to Atlanta as the city prepares to host the NCAA Final Four for the fourth time. For
those who do not have tickets to the games, there will be
free concerts in Centennial Olympic Park from April 5-7.
The lineup will include the likes of the Zac Brown Band,
My Morning Jacket, MUSE, Flo Rida, Ludacris, Dave Matthews Band, Sting and Grace Potter & The Nocturnals. The
concert starts at 3 p.m. on Friday, noon on Saturday, and 2
p.m. on Sunday.

Frida and Diego Exhibit

Atlanta’s High Museum of Art’s newest exhibit is on the
works of the master artists Diego Rivera and his wife Frida
Kahlo. The former is best known for his murals, the latter for
her self-portraits. Together the duo comprise two of the most
important Latin American artists of the twentieth century.
The High also has regular programs that involve the exhibit
such as relevant film screenings or workshops. The exhibit
lasts at the High until May 12.
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From performances at Under
the Couch to appearances at the
Grammys, Tech students, faculty
and alumni have proven time and
again that they are no beginners
when it comes to music. Chris
Howard, a former Tech student
and WREK Radio host, is proof
of this. He plans on releasing his
own full-length album, Premature
Awakenings, in July with the help
of a kickstarter. Howard’s music contains tastes of both classic
rock and more modern acoustic
vibes. In support of his upcoming
album, the Technique talked with
Howard about making the transition from Atlanta’s favorite Institute of Technology to the Washington D.C. music industry.
First, let’s talk about your
history with Tech. What was
your major, when did you graduate and how was your experience working with WREK Radio?
I graduated in May 2009 with
a degree in Management. Thankfully they’ve changed that to Business Administration since that is
what the rest of the world calls it.
And working at WREK was fun,
although it was hard to get any
of my friends to listen during my
shift. My favorite part of working
there was when they’d send out an
email about doing interviews, so I
think I had three musicians–and
one full band–come in during
my shift, and I would ask them
the naive questions of an eighteen
year old in between songs. It was
fun.

What made you, a Tech student, want to become a professional musician?
Ha. Well I don’t know if professional is the right word... I’ve
always had the desire to create
things. I used to make movies,
comically bad ones. I entered and
lost quite a few Campus MovieFest competitions, and I’ve made a
few movies outside of that as well.
Then I started shifting to music
because I’m always listening to
it, and have since I was [around]
5 years old. My tastes have obviously shifted and evolved a lot
since then. My goal was to make
music I would listen to if someone
else made it. It took me a while
to sort of crack the code of how
to turn my lyrics into songs, but
when I did, that was definitely a
huge breakthrough.
Premature Awakenings is
your first full-length album.
What has been the creative process been behind it, and what
obstacles have you had to overcome?
Well for all my songs I start
with the lyrics. Once I have lyrics
that I like, I take my guitar and
begin to build the song. Then I
spend of lot of time tweaking the
drums and synths until I have
something I like. It’s a lot of trial
and error. I keep changing things
until I listen to the song and don’t
hear anything that’s off or that
I’d want to change. My biggest
obstacle is the vocals. For the EP
I put out last summer, I spent all
this time on the music, and then
for the vocals I’d just go ‘ah that’s
good enough, let me just put some
reverb on it’ and move on. I knew

that was my weakest element, and
I tried to avoid fixing it. But when
I decided to make a full length album, I knew I had to address my
biggest weakness. So I started taking voice lessons at the beginning
of the year.
You say that you put out a
3-song EP last summer... was
that a completely separate venture from Premature Awakenings, or are there traces of it in
your new album?

For the EP I wanted to make
3 songs that each sounded different. So one song was mellow, one
song was depressing and one song
sounded like something you’d
hear in Abercrombie or Urban
Outfitters. Afterwards, I decided
to make songs that sound more
like the mellow song (“Could
Someone”). That song and the depressing one (“Mornings After”)
will be on the full length as well.
I’ve also had an unhealthy obses-
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sion with Jaws since I was 12. As
it stands now, the first song on the
album will be my Jaws tribute.
The album art is also going to be
shark related.
You are a solo act, providing
both vocals and instrumental
accompaniment in each of your
songs. Is The Strangest Places
really just a one-man-show, or
are others involved in the cre-
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Bollywood
needs culture
“Listen up girl when you feel
this way, yo boys I am sing song,
soup song, flop song, touch me,
touch me, touch me. What is mobile number, what is your style
number? Move your body now,
shake your body now!” One might
wonder where this bizarre, and
oddly raunchy, string of English
words came from, and it is none
other than Bollywood. Contrast
this with the long ballads penned
in the purest of Hindi and Urdu,
the shy gazes shared between lovers and beautifully choreographed
celebrations of culture, and you
see what a mere ten years does to a
movie industry.
It is clear that with the explosion of the Non-Resident Indian
(NRI) population, Bollywood
wants to cater to both this mass
exodus and the Indian population that craves the coveted NRI
lifestyle. In doing so, Bollywood
has developed its own sense of
what Western culture is, and it is

typically incorrect. On one end, as
funny as the stereotype might be,
Westerners are no more promiscuous or likely to get drunk than
any other culture in the world - it
just happens to be more socially
acceptable in some cultures than
others. On the other end, Bollywood is sometimes 30 years too
late in its choice of casual, nonIndian clothes, as many characters
look like they walked out of a bad
1970s movie.
In attempting to target the
NRI genre, Bollywood shows a
misunderstanding of what NRIs
seek from their Bollywood consumption. If NRIs wanted to see
excessive alcohol consumption or

promiscuous dancing, they can
watch trashy TV in their new
homes or on MTVU in the Student Center. Often, when NRIs
invest themselves in the four or
five hours of a single Bollywood
movie, they are looking for something that echoes their value system. The Indian value system is
typically built on family, loyalty,
trust, love, home, patriotism and
so much more, and the outlandish
inclusions of non-Indian culture
distract the viewer from the plot
and the core values represented.
For example, Hum Tum is a beautiful story about the characters
of Rani Mukherjee and Saif Ali
Khan who, at their first meet-

ing, act immaturely and hateful
towards each other. Throughout
the film, each recurrently run into
the other after periods of personal
growth, and develop feelings.
Eventually, they fall in love. However, alongside this plot, the movie
creates two cartoon characters
who appear in random intervals,
and while one of the main characters is the cartoonist who penned
these characters, their plot line
and visual representation detracts
from the core of the movie.
Finally, the Indian movie industry has simply come to ignore
the vibrant culture that both
NRIs and non-Indians expect
from Bollywood. The ‘90s clas-

sic Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge,
starring King of Bollywood Shahrukh Khan and former Queen of
Bollywood Kajol, represents the
core values of marriage and family
loyalty, but also love prevailing.
The choreography and colorful attire beautifully reflect Indian culture and effectively compare and
contrast the lifestyle with other
cultures. The early millennium
classic Veer-Zaara shows how the
firm beliefs of two different cultures can clash and truly affect
Indians’ lives; again, love prevails.
These two movies are just a few
examples of the beautifully crafted depth that Bollywood is capable of and expected to produce.
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ative process as well?
It’s pretty much just me. Mat
Leffler-Schulman of Mobtown
Studios in Baltimore mixed the
EP, and he will be mixing the album as well. I tell him what I’m
going for and the sounds I like
and his work definitely enhances the music. I also had Hanna
Badalova from Mr. Moccasin sing
on the EP.
What can fans gain from
contributing to this kickstarter,
and if it does take off, what are
your plans for the future?
Currently the project is just
over 50% funded. Most of my rewards are the same as most music
projects on kickstarter. I will have
an acoustic download available
as soon as the project ends, then
there are digital downloads and
physical copies of the full album,
prints of the album art, credits in
the liner notes, etc. And for only
$1,500 the CD will say “Your
Name presents...” I plan to keep
on making songs, hopefully an
album each year. In my estimation, kickstarter success will help
build awareness for The Strangest
Places and gain some new fans.
And maybe my mom will even
take me a little more seriously as
a musician.
As of now, Howard’s kickstarter is still a work in progress, and
can be accessed easily through
Facebook or a Google search.
The deadline to contribute is
fast approaching, but in the meantime, Howard continues to prove
that music has and will continue
to hold a firm place within the
Tech community.

Disney closed the video game
studio LucasArts on Wed., April
4. In one sweep, the parent company of Mickey Mouse acquired
LucasArts, Lucasfilm, Industrial
Lights & Magic and Skywalker
Sound for around four billion dollars in Oct. 2012. Since then, the
future of the Star Wars franchise
has been uncertain and subject
to rumors and wild speculation.
After the announcement of a slew
of new Star Wars films, the dismantling of LucasArts is the first
major change to the galaxy that
suddenly does not seem so far, far
away.
LucasArts had been suffering
from a critical and commercial
slump in the last few years. The
last game they released was Kinect Star Wars, which was not well
received by critics and fans alike.
Their last major hits have been the
Star Wars: Force Unleashed series
of two games. The second game of
these was released in 2010. Since
then, the studio has had difficulty
finding success or raising excitement for a game.
That is, until the recently announced Star Wars 1313 first appeared at the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) of 2012. But
hype for 1313 died away in the
following months amidst the inner turmoil riddling LucasArts.
The purchase of the studio as part
of the Disney deal did nothing to
assuage the minds of fans, espe-

cially since no substantial information regarding the games in
development, Star Wars 1313 and
Star Wars: First Assault, had been
forthcoming since the acquisition.
These two games may not be
entirely lost, however. The official
statement sent to GameInformer
says, “After evaluating our position in the games market, we’ve
decided to shift LucasArts from
an internal development to a licensing model, minimizing the
company’s risk while achieving a
broader portfolio of quality Star
Wars games.” So it is still possible
that another development studio
can attain the licenses for and create these two games. The odds of
this are slim considering how little
was known about the two games
and the teams behind them have
been dispersed.
The video game website Kotaku claims an anonymous insider source informed them that
some 150 people lost their jobs
in the studios closure. The same
source also posited how unlikely it
would be for a studio to pick up
the licenses. While this does not
mean that there will never be another Star Wars video game again,
this closure cancels the only two
planned. So as of now, there are
no announced, major Star Wars
games in development.
Ironically, most of LucasArts
well-known and beloved games
did not involve the Star Wars universe. In the ‘90s, the company
produced classic adventure games
such as The Secret of Monkey Is-

land, Grim Fandango and Day of
the Tentacle. Not to say the studio
did not also create quality Star
Wars games as well. Anyone who
played a game from the Battlefront
or Rogue Squadron series can attest
to that.
While it has not been the first
studio untimely dissolved, LucasArts is one of the more iconic
and long-lasting video game developers to see the glimmer of the
plummeting guillotine. The economy and the video game industry
as a whole has not been kind to
the dedicated artists behind and
in the code.
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The greatest injustice is to the
many who lost their jobs, who had
already committed much of their
precious time and energy into two
projects which have effectively
ended. And one of those projects,
Star Wars 1313, had a fair amount
of hype surrounding it. The video
game industry is infamously difficult to break into, and this closure
eliminated well over one hundred
jobs. This forces veterans to seek
new positions and compete with
newcomers, the latter of which
now stand even less of a chance.
May the Force be with those
who lost their jobs.
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XKCD BY RANDALL MUNROE

HARK! A VAGRANT BY K ATE BEATON

RODNEY, ETC. BY CASEY TISDEL

NEDROID BY ANTHONY CLARK

CLASSIC
FOXTROT BY BILL AMEND
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DILBERT ® BY SCOTT ADAMS
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THREE WORD PHRASE BY RYAN PEQUIN

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BY RYLAN WOLFE

CLASSIC
CUL DE SAC BY RICHARD THOMPSON

CLASSIC
CALVIN & HOBBES BY BILL WATTERSON

WOOPS!

SUDOKU PUZZLE

WE PRINTED THE SAME CROSSWORD CLUES
TWO WEEKS IN A ROW. SOME OF YOU
THOUGHT IT WAS AN APRIL FOOL’S JOKE,

WHICH WOULD HAVE BEEN CLEVER ON OUR
PART, BUT IT WAS REALLY AN APRIL FOOL’S
JOKE ON OURSELVES.

WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE,
BUT HOPE YOU ENJOY THIS WEEK’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE!
BY SUDOKUCOLLECTION.COM
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Senior swimmer Eric Chiu
competed in the NCAA swimming championships last Friday
and placed 27th overall with a
time of 47.02. Chiu is the first
swimmer to compete in an individual event at the NCAAs for
Tech since 2010. Chiu qualified
for the championships after having a fast enough qualifying time
in the Last Chance Meet that was
hosted here at Tech.
Tech may not have had the
greatest season as a team, but
Chiu was still proud of what they
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were able to accomplish.
“It shows that while our team
does not have a prestigious dual
meet record, we are still competitive enough to compete at the national level. Our team has grown
from the experience and it sets a
good precedence for excellence,
moving forward,” Chiu said.
Chiu wasn’t the only Tech
swimmer to compete in the event.
If a school has someone to qualify
for an individual event, they are
also allowed to compete in relay
events.
Traveling to Indianapolis with
Chiu were Andrew Kosic, Andrew
Chetcuti and Nico van Duijn. To-

gether they competed in both the
200 and 400 relays.
“I think it’s an awesome step
for our program, obviously taking five guys is a big deal. I think
that we all wanted to score, but
we didn’t, but I think that gives us
incentive and motivation for next
year and the future. Taking four
sophomores, they now know what
it’s like, they have something to
strive for and bring back to motivate the whole team,” Head coach
Courtney Hart said.
With that being the NCAA
Championships, the season is
now complete for both the swim
teams.

Women’s tennis
breezes past
Maryland 4-0
On Sunday, March 31, the No.
33 ranked Lady Jackets tennis
team went north to take on The
University of Maryland. Tech was
in search of their third straight
win after defeating Boston College on Saturday, and Maryland
was battling for their first conference victory of the season.
Freshman Kendal Woodard
and Megan Kurey teamed up at
one doubles and easily defeated
Maryland’s team of Vroni Van
Berlo and Sarah Gealer 8-1 to give
Tech theier first victory of the day.
At two doubles Elizabeth
Kilborn adn Muriel Wacker defeated Olga Bredikhina and Nataliya of Maryland 8-2 to give
Tech the doubles point and set the
verall score at 1-0 in favor of the
Jackets.
Since the doubles point had
already been decided by line one
and line two doubles, line three
did not finish their match, but at
the time of stoppage Tech’s Natasha Prokhnevska and Jasmine Minor led Maryland’s team of Olga
Gaistruk and Gabriela Srodowski
7-5.
In singles play Kendal Woodard was the first to finish when she
defeated Maryland’s Sarah Gealer

6-0, 6-1 at two singles.
Megan Kurey would be the
next Jacket to finish. Kurey played
four singles and defeated Maryland’s Olga Gaistru 6-1, 6-2.
Kurey’s victory would put Tech
up 3-0 overall.
Muriel Wacker sealed the deal
for the Yellow Jackets at five singles by defeating Nataliya Bredkhina 6-1, 6-2 and give Tech a
4-0 victory.
Since Tech had already
clinched the match, they stopped
the three remaining matches, but
Tech was wining or tied at all
three spots.
Elizabeth Kilborn was tied at
one singles 6-6, Natasha Prokhnevska was defeating Olga Bredikhina 6-0, 4-3, and Jasmine
Minor was winning 7-6, 0-1
against Gabriela Srodowski.
With the victory Tech improves to 8-6 overall on the season and 2-2 in the conference.
The Jackets will look to pick up
their fourth consecutive victory
and their third in ACC play this
afternoon when they take on the
University of North Carolina in
Chapel Hill. The Tar Heels will
be a tough task for the Jackets.
North Carolina comes in with a
record of 17-2 and 3-1 in conference play, but is coming off a loss
against Virginia.
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with Joe Sobchuk

Joe Sobchuk is in his second year
at Tech. He has watched sports all
his life, and takes a critical view
towards many of the trending
topics in the sporting world. To
contact Joe with your opinions
email him at timeout@nique.net.
There’s a major NCAA championship event wrapping up this
week. After a long, arduous season full of captivating highs and
devastating lows, including a
post-season tournament full of
surprises and upsets, the final four
teams remaining will ultimately
duke it out and determine a true
champion.
And I’m not talking about basketball.
The Frozen Four is hockey’s
version of the more widely known
Final Four, and it will take place
beginning Thursday, April 11, in
Pittsburgh. UMass Lowell will
face off against Yale in one game,
while Quinnipiac and St. Cloud
State will battle in the other to determine who plays for the title on
April 13.
Now I understand that hockey
is a tough sell for this school and
for the south in general, especially considering that there isn’t an
NCAA team around here for hundreds of miles. (However, there
are several club teams, including
one at Tech.) Moreover, this city
has already seen two professional
teams come and go, setting up

shop here for about ten years before moving to Canada. (The Atlanta Flames moved to Calgary
after only eight seasons, and the
Thrashers became the Winnipeg
Jets after a dismal ten years that
saw only one playoff berth and
zero playoff wins.) It’s unlikely
that this city will have another
NHL team for a long time, making it even tougher to build support for a sport that can offer so
much to its fans.
As a northern transplant who
only lives here during school, I
think it’s a shame that hockey
is always looked down upon as
a lesser sport compared to the
“big three”. First of all, virtually
no other sport is as fast paced as
hockey. There’s really no comparison to baseball, and football has
plenty of breaks for time outs,
reviews, huddles and scores. Even
basketball can feel pretty disjointed; especially when the closing
two minutes of a game can take a
half hour to finish.
But hockey is nearly nonstop
action, with players flying up and
down the ice, firing shots up to
100 miles per hour and deliver-

sliver
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Distorted photos make my heart hut almost as much as the overuse of comic sans
Does anyone else think the SGA Elections are way less publicized
than they were last year?
Why do the computers in the SC computer cluster take a full five
minutes to boot from the user login screen? We’re a technology
school, so why are our computers so slow?
Just four more days until I’m done for the semester!
I do HvZ, and have sex ~2 times a week. Why you gotta hate on
others?
IF YOU HAVIN SENIOR DESIGN PROBLEMS I FEEL BAD
FOR YOU SON, I GOT 99 PROBLEMS BUT A DIPLOMA
AINT ONE
sucks to suck
sliver + margarita = a fun night
Using the suicide as a campaign platform? real fucking classy
picon-tucker. remember how the family said they didn’t want it
spread around too much? guess not. dick.
RRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
You can do it
Believe in yourself
Don’t give up now, you’re almost there.
I pee in public
Why do you people go home every weekend?!?!?
Seriously can the semester just be over
The Board of Reagents can kiss my hairy ass.
I <3 slivers
“I need to sliver really quick...” #Jevoneproblems
The Walking Dead is over :(
BUTTT Game of Thrones is back!
To the blonde girl who chats with me everytime I get on a Stinger, let’s chat some more!
Nique should list ALL the slivers on the website alone.... so we
can read them all
Miss America isn’t that pretty
to the overall slivering population: I appreciate you. keep on keepin on.
When a girl in the library walks by you attempting to be a model
flapping her arms about. #lmao
#workitgirl
to earlier question, ass is all I need!

ing devastating hits to their opponents.
Hockey also combines finesse
and toughness like no other sport
can. On the most basic level, players must be able to skate at high
speeds both forwards and backwards, as well as stop on a dime.
They must also handle the puck:
executing a tape-to-tape pass or
a slinging wrist shot is tougher
than it looks. Combining these
two areas is necessary in order
to actually move up the ice and
weave through defenders. As for
toughness, no other sport allows
fighting like hockey does. It is a
method for the players to police
the game as well as get a rise out
of their teammates. Players must
also endure full body hits (checks)
and be willing to block one of

those 100 MPH shots mentioned
earlier. It’s no wonder the stereotypical hockey player is missing a
few teeth—it’s not a sport for the
weak.
And this is just speaking from
experience, but hockey has the
most passionate and rabid fans
perhaps rivaled only by college
football. The greatest sporting
event I have ever attended was a
game between the Boston Bruins
and Montreal Canadiens back
in February 2011. For those who
don’t know, the Bruins-Canadiens rivalry is one of the most
heated in all of sports. Anyway, it
was a game that featured fourteen
goals and a whopping 45 penalties, including 25 for fighting or
roughing. (For perspective, there
are 5.3 goals scored and seven

penalties per game on average,
and fights happen once every few
games.) There was an all-out brawl
that even the goalies got involved
in, and the arena was deafening.
No other game could have fueled
such emotion and excitement as I
felt that night.
So the next time you’re flipping
channels and see a hockey game
on TV, stop and watch it for a few
minutes. Learn a few of the players’ names, or keep up to date with
a team’s news, scores, and standings. Try to attend a game if possible – there’s a minor league team
in Gwinnett plus a club team at
Tech. But most importantly, just
don’t dismiss hockey as a secondtier sport before experiencing it
for yourself, because you don’t
know what you’re missing.
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defeated Jonathan Raude 6-1,
6-2. Line five singles was the next
to finish as Smyrna, Ga. native
Kyle Childree of Boston College
defeated Tech’s Garrett Gordon
6-2, 6-1. Eduardo Segura defeated
Billy Grokenberger 6-2, 6-3 at the
four spot to give Tech their third
point of the day. Tech got their
fourth point and clinched the
match when Juan Spir defeated
Michael McGinnis 7-5, 6-3.
Although the overall winner
between Tech and Boston College
had already been decided, there
were still two close matches left to
finish.
At one singles, Tech’s Juan
Melian would defeat Phillip Nelson of Boston College in a close
three set match 6-3, 3-6, 6-2.
The win would be Melian’s third
straight victory and his twentieth
of the season, which ties him with
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Nathan Rakitt for a team high in
singles win.
The last match of the day to
finish was at six singles between
Tech’s Colin Edwards and Boston
College’s Matt Wagner. Edwards
won the first set 6-4, and then
won the second set in a tie-breaker
with a score of 7- 6 (14-12).
The men’s tennis team will
be back on the court tonight as
they look to get their second consecutive win when they host the
University of North Carolina tar
Heels at Ken Byers Tennis Complex at 4 p.m.
North Carolina is 7-10 overall
and will come to Atlanta in attempt to pick up their first conference victory after dropping their
first four conference matches of
the season. Although the team is
struggling, UNC’s one singles,
Esben Hess-Olesen, has had a
great season. He is 18-8 with six
wins over ranked players.

night. All of this taking place in
the Georgia Dome. The Division
II and Divison III men’s basketball championships will also be
taking place in Atlanta. Hosting
sporting events as big as the Final
Four can have a huge impact on
Tech and the city of Atlanta.
“I think the real benefit for
Tech is to be able to develop relationships within the community.
Our ability to help the Atlanta
market, the economy, we’re talking about a 70 million dollar impact. Anytime Georgia Tech can
assist in that kind of a role that’s
a real asset for the community
that we live in. So that’s are primary motive for doing that. You
can go to the games and watch
all the events and you may never
even know that Georgia Tech is
involved,” said Griffin.
This isn’t Griffin’s first time in

this role. Tech was the host institution for the Final Four in 1998,
2002, and 2007, and Griffin was
around for all three.
“While you learn a lot from
each event, the event itself has
changed and evolved over time.
Our responsibilities remain inside
the building and that aspect hasn’t
changed. Although this year will
be the first time in Atlanta that the
court is configured on the middle
of the football field where as it
used to be in the end zone. And
so you have a capacity of 74,000
versus probably 45-50,000 in the
other configuration,” said Griffin.
The Final Four will be held in
the Georgia Dome off campus,
but with Tech being the host institution they did get the privilege
of hosting the college slam dunk
and three-point competition in
the brand new McCamish Pavilion on Thursday night. Several of
the competing teams will also be

practicing in the Zelnak facility,
Tech’s practice court.
One of the more popular
names that competed in the three
point competition was Florida
Gulf Coast University’s Sherwood
Brown. Brown became famous as
he lead his fifteenth-seeded team
all the way to the Sweet Sixteen
earlier in the tournament.
Although not ran by Tech,
there will be all kinds of events
in Atlanta associated with the Final Four including fan festes and
concerts. These events are part of
what makes an event like the Final Four so appealing to different
types of people.
Hosting the Final Four is good
for the city of Atlanta and is great
for Tech. With the young talent
and promise that the Tech men’s
basketball team showed last season, it may not bee too long until
you see the Jackets back playing in
the Final Four themselves.
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up 1-0.
It wouldn’t take long for
Tech to respond. Sophomore A.J
Murray and Matt Gonzalez got
the Tech half of the second inning started with singles. Junior
Mott Hyde followed with a walk
to load the bases with no outs.
Sophomore Thomas Smith would
ground into a double play, but
Murray was able to score on the
play to make it 1-1.
Kennesaw State threatened in
the top of the fourth after Tech
junior Jonathan Roberts, who relieved Pitts, gave up two walks and
Alex Liquori reached on catcher’s
interference, but the Owls were
not able to put any runs on the
board.
Freshman Matt Gonzalez
would lead off Tech’s half of the
fourth with a single and would advance to second on sacrifice bunt
by Mott Hyde. Smith would drive
Gonzalez in with a line drive double to right field to put the Jackets
up 2-1. Following a Dylan Dore
strike out, junior Kyle Wren singled up the middle to score Smith
and put Tech up 3-1. The Owls
would get out off the inning after
Solomon got Sam Clay to strike
out swinging.
Tech would add on to their
lead in the bottom of the fifth after A.J. Murray tripled to left field
to drive in Zane Evans and put
the Jackets up 4-1. After a Hyde
walk, Smith singled to right field
to score Murray. Spingola walked
to load the bases, and then Kyle
Wren followed up with an infield
single that drove in Hyde and put
the Jackets up 6-1. The Jackets
continued to pour it on after Sam
Dove singled up the middle.
In the botttom of the sixth,
Tech threateneed, but was unable
to pt any runs on the board. After
Evans flew out, A.J. Murray followed with a single. Matt Gonzalez was up next and he gorunded

into a fielders choice that would
get Murray thrwon out at second,
but he recahed firt safely. Gonzalez would still second base successfully, but would be the third
out of the inning when he tried to
snag his second base of the ining
and got thrown out trying to steal
third. It was just the third time
this season a speedy Gonzalez had
been throuwn out trying to steal
a base.
Tech added another run in the
bottom of the seventh on a Spingola single that drove in Hyde to
make the score 9-1. The run would
end up being the final run of the
game, as both teams would go
scoreless in the eighth and ninth.
The entire pitching staff had
an excellent game. Sam Clay
threw two innings allowing no
runs andJosh Heddinger pitched
1.1 innings without giving up a
run.
Devin Stanton pitched .2 innings and had one strikeout, and
Zane Evans finished off the Owls
in the ninth with two strike outs.
The mosti impressive part of the
pitching effort was being able to
stay focused even when Kennesaw
State got runners on base. Kennesaww State left nine runners
on base thorughout the game and
had a runner left on base every
inning except the first and the
eighth innings.
“It was the best game, as a staff,
that our team has had this sseason. We didn’t walk anybody, that
was one thing I looked at. They
got out of trouble when they had
it and I was really pleased with
that,” Coach Hall said.
Kennesaw State’s bullpen also
had a nice night relieving KSU
starter Will Solomon. Four owl
picthers combined for four innings and only gave up one run
and seven hits. OF those four,
Andrew Austin may have been
the most impressive. He pitched a
perfect eighth inning to retire all
three Tech batters he faced while
only thrwoing eleven pitches.

Wren continued to stay hot
finishing the game 2-4 with two
RBIs and a walk. Wren is batting.411 on the season and has 36
RBIs. Murray also had a big game
finishing 3-5 with an RBI. Jonathan Roberts picked up the win
after pitching a scoreless inning of
relief in the fourth.
Kennesaw State second baseman Dylan Ivey finished the

game 2-4 with two strikeouts and
designated hitter Max Pentecost
went 1-2 with two walks and had
Kennesaw State’s only RBI of the
night.
Tech will head to Durham,
NC this weekend to take on the
Duke Blue Devils in a three game
series. Duke is currently 17-13
(6-6 ACC), but has won five in
a row after sweeping conference
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foe Boston College last weekend.
Senior Buck Farmer will get the
start on the hill Friday night, followed by junior Dusty Isaacs on
Saturday.
Tech will play their first game
against UGA next Tuesday in
Athens, before finally returnig
home for a three game series
against The University of Virginia
next weekend.
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Technique: What was it about
Tech that made you decide to
come here?
Gonzalez: It was just really
close to home and I really liked
the whole coaching staff. I felt
really comfortable here. It was a
place I thought I could come in
and help the team.
Technique: Do you have any
personal goals for this year?
Gonzalez: I really want to help
the team make it to Omaha and
just do whatever I can to contribute and make the team better.
Technique: What are your
goals for the team this season?
Gonzalez: Like I said, I really
want to make it to Omaha. It’s
one of my goals, and I think that
is the main goal for the rest of the
team as well.
Technique: What’s the biggest difference between the high
school and the college game?
Gonzalez: Definitely off speed
pitches. College pitchers will
throw off speed after off speed and
you have to make an adjustment.
That’s is probably the most difficult thing to get used to.
Technique: You’re batting .378
this season and you’re third on the
team with 30 RBIs. How have you
been able to make the adjustment
to college ball so quickly?
Gonzalez: The guys in front of
me are always on base. Our team
is full of so many good hitters so
I come up to at with guys on base
all the time and I just shorten up
and try to put the ball in play, try
to find holes in the defense.
Technique: Playing mostly

shortstop in high school, is it difficult moving to playing primarily
second base?
Gonzalez: Yeah it’s kind of a
difficult transition, but I’m starting to feel more comfortable over
there. It took me awhile, but I’m
starting to get used to it.
Technique: How excited are
you about getting to play in your
first Tech vs. UGA game next
week?
Gonzalez: I’m really looking
forward to it. My best buddy is a
catcher over there so we kind of
have a rivalry going on. In high
school we were friends, but we
would always compete against
each other and try to outplay each
other, so it should be fun.
Technique: What is the most
challenging part of being a student athlete at Tech?
Gonzalez: I’m going to have to
say Math class. For sure.
Technique: What do you hope
to accomplish with the baseball
program while at Tech?
Gonzalez: Just making it to
Omaha. That’s my biggest goal
and like I said, I want to do whatever I can to help the team make
it there.
Technique: If you could hit a
home run off any MLB pitcher,
who would it be?
Gonzalez: I’ve got to say Justin
Verlander. Just because he’s a stud,
he’s the best out there.
Technique: Between Bryce
Harper and Mike Trout, who do
you think will have the best career?
Gonzalez: I’m a big Mike
Trout fan, but I’m also a former
teammate of Bryce Harper so I’m
going to have to go with him.
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The Blue Devils weigh in at an
overall record of 16-13 but have seen
vast improvements between this season and the last, in which the Devils
finished at 21-34.
The Blue Devils have been hot and
cold this season. In the season opener,
they managed to steal a win from the
then-ranked 13th Florida Gators in
Gainesville, but then dropped a midweek matchup with Campbell by a
score of 9-3 just 12 days later. Duke
also won the series against the No. 24
ranked Miami Hurricanes. Duke is
coming off a three game sweep of Boston College this past weekend.
The Devils are currently 6-6
in ACC play, thanks largely in

The Tech baseball team has
started their season at full speed,
finding themselves in the thick of
conference play with a 21-6 overall record and a ranking of 12th
in the nation by Baseball America.
The Jackets are 8-4 in the conference,
including a 10-0 win over the fifthranked Florida State Seminoles and
series victories over Boston College,
Virginia Tech, and Wake Forest.
However, despite their winning
ways, Tech is currently in 3rd place in
the tough ACC Coastal division,which
includes perennial powerhouse North
Carolina and one of the hottest teams
in the nation, the Virginia Cavaliers.

part to their two biggest factors on offense, Jordan Betts and Andy Perez.
Perez has batted .481 in conference
play with 25 hits, seven of which
went for extra bases. Betts, this past
week’s ACC Player of the Week, looks
to stay hot and extend his five-game
hitting streak and .500 batting average. Kenny Koplove is also having an
impressive season for the Blue Devils.

Koplove is batting a team high .354
with four doubles and RBIs.
Duke will likely have Trent Swart
start the series opener Friday. Swart
has a 1.66 ERA and 40 strikeouts on
the season. However, Swart has given
up 26 hits this season in conference
play, at a clip of roughly one hit per
inning. It should be a great matchup
between him and Tech starter Buck

BASEBALL
vs.
The Jackets hope to improve on that
standing when they head to Durham,
North Carolina this weekend to take
on the Duke Blue Devils in a weekend
series. The Jackets feature one of the
nation’s best offenses. As a team, the
Jackets are leading the country in batting average at .345 and are outscoring
opponents by a sizeable margin of 237110.
However, Tech may be without its
best hitter, senior OF Brandon Thom-

as. Thomas, who is out indefinitely
with an illness, currently leads the team
in batting average (.441) and doubles
(9). The
Jackets will likely look to true freshman Dylan Dore to replace Thomas in
the outfield. Dore is hitting a solid .370
average in 27 at bats with four RBIs
and three doubles, and has not yet
committed an error in the field.
Tech also touts one of the nation’s
top pitchers in senior RHP Buck Farmer. Farmer, a member of the 2013 Pre-
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Farmer wo combine for only one loss
on the season. Robert Huber will most
likely start the Saturday game in a
matchup against Tech’s Dusty Isaacs.
Huber has an ERA of 3.05.
One interesting stat is that opponents have only been successful 37
times out of 52 attempts when trying
to steal on Duke. Tech loves to steal,
so this could be big.
If the Devils want to have a shot at
winning this series, they will need to
find a way to slow down Tech’s highpowered offense. Duke’s pitching staff
has a cumulative ERA of 4.83, so they
will need to tighten down to give their
offense, which is batting .273 as a
unit, a fighting chance.

season All-America Team, currently
has a 1.34 ERA and 57 strikeouts,
the 12th most in the nation. Farmer
is expected to start on Friday. On
Saturday Tech will most likely start
junior Dusty Isaacs. Isaacs has an
ERA of 3.83 on the season and will
be looking to pick up his fifth win of
the season.
If the Jackets want to win the series
this weekend, they will need to concentrate on shutting down Duke’s Jordan
Betts, who earned ACC Player of the
Week honors this past week. Betts batted .500 across five games last week,
collecting multiple doubles and RBIs.
Farmer, who has yet to lose a game this
season, will find a good match in Betts’
hot bat.

Sports

More Than Four

Newt Clark

sports@nique.net
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Writer Joe Sobchuk points out the Final Four isn't the only Championship
taking place soon. 31

Softball defeated by UGA, drops to 17-19
The Tech softball team visited the Georgia Bulldogs on April 3 for the second meeting between the two teams this season. The
first meeting resulted in a 14-1 Tech loss to
a then ranked UGA. And while the Bulldogs may no longer be ranked, the result
was much worse for the Jackets. In front of
a crowd of 1,463 at Jack Turner Satdium, a
12-run first inning for the Bulldogs helped
them along the way to a five inning 20-1
drubbing of the Jackets.
It was the worst defensive outing for
Tech in the history of the team. Both the
20 runs allowed and the 19-run margin of
defeat set new records for the Jackets, who
managed just one hit through five innings.
The sole hit came off the bat of junior
Ashley Thomas when she hit a double at
the top of the fourth inning. A walk and
two fielder’s choices would allow Thomas to
later score the only Jacket run of the night.
Thomas has hit safely in all but four games
this season and has reached a base safely in
all but three.
The story of the night, however, was the
offense of the Bulldogs. Georgia had six
different batters hit home runs, just one of
which was a solo shot. Two of those home
runs came in the form of a three-run homer
and a grand slam in the first inning. The
Jackets’ starting pitcher, sophomore Karly
Fullem, was tagged for 12 earned runs off
of eight hits in just one and two-thirds innings of work.
Sophomore Kylie Kleinschmidt did not
fare much better in relief of Fullem, as she
gave up five earned runs off of five hits. The
game was called short after four and a half
innings due to the large gap in the run differential.
After taking a 12-0 lead through one inning, Georgia would score the rest of their
points off of home runs. A three-run homer

gave them a 15-0 lead after two before a
solo shot to start the third inning extended
that lead. The Bulldogs would then hit a
pair of two-run shots in their final inning
at bat to bring their lead to 20-1.
UGA’s Morgan Montamyor was the
winning pitcher improving her record to
7-5 on the season. Tech’s Karly Fullem got
her first loss of the season and is now 3-1.
UGA outfielder Kaylee Ouailoa finished
the night 2-4 with a game high five RBIs
and scored two runs.
Chrisitne Olney also had a n impressive
night fro UGA. Olney finished the game
2-4 with four RBIs.
The loss for Tech followed a four game
stretch that saw the Jackets win three
games. The first was a 17- 3 win against
Kennesaw State. The next two came against
North Carolina State in a three-game series. The Jackets won the first of those two
games by scores of 7-2 and 7-5, before dropping the last game of the series 12-4.
Junior Alysha Rudnik was named the
ACC Player of the Week based on her outstanding performance in those four games.
Rudnik, who plays catcher and third base,
was dominant from behind the plate, posting a 0.750 batting average by going 9-for12, seven runs, three doubles, and a home
run.
Her numbers were especially strong
against NC State. She batted .800 against
the Wolfpack, going 3-for-4 with two doubles and a home run in the first game before
going 3-for-3 with another double in the
night game. All in all, Rudnik played a part
in nine of the Jackets’ 14 runs in their two
wins against their ACC opponents. This
marks the second time in Rudnik’s career
that she’s earned conference player of the
week.
Tech will next play a three-game series
against Virginia Tech, starting with a doubleheader against their fellow ACC foes on
Saturday, April 6.

Tech set to host Final
Four in Atlanta

Tech may not be playing in the Final
Four this year, but that doesn’t mean they
aren’t a part of it. Tech will be the host institution for the Final Four this year and
the event will take place in the Georgia
Dome. Senior Associate Athletic Director, Paul Griffin has directed Tech’s efforts
throughout this process.
“As the host institution, we basically
serve as the connection between the NCAA
and the local community. For example, as

the NCAA member we serve as conduit of
information from the NCAA Championships to the various hotels, transportation
groups, buildings, facilities and all the hospitality groups. We’re basically just a link.
Specifically we’re responsible for game
management. The people who manage the
events at the arena will be our staff,” said
Griffin.
On Saturday, Louisville will take on
Wichita Sate, and Michigan will face off
against Syracuse for a shot at playing for
the National Championship on Monday

Men’s tennis defeats
Boston College 6-1
On March 28, the Tech men’s tennis
team traveled up north to take on Boston
College. After having lost four straight conference matches, including three close 4-3
losses, Tech defeated Boston College 6-1.
With the win Tech improved to 8-10 (1-4
ACC), while Boston College fell to 5-8 (0-3
ACC).
Tech picked up the first win of the day
when freshman Nathan Rakitt teamed up
with senior Juan Melian to defeat Boston

College’s Billy Grokenberger and Matt
Wagner 8-6 at line two doubles. The Eagles
won the second match of the day when Phillip Nelson and Michael McGinnis defeated
senior Juan Spir and sophomore Eduardo
Segura 8-6 at line one singles. The doubles
point would come down to line three doubles where Tech’s freshman Garrett Gordon
would team up with sophomore Colin Edwards to defeat Kyle Childree and Alexander Thirouin 8-6 and put Tech up 1-0.
The first singles match to finish was at
the three spot where Tech’s Nathan Rakitt

